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I. PREAMBLE 
... 'urpose: 
This document is intended to assist faculty members in making prudent decisions regarding their commitments 
and behavior over the span of their academic careers in the School of Business Administration and Economics 
(SOBAE) at the College at Brockport. It is not possible for these guidelines to address every situation, nor is it 
possible for them to perfectly address all facets of a faculty members' behavior owing to the very nature of the 
work that we do, and variability across our disciplines. It is hoped that, in sum, these guidelines will make 
positive contributions to our culture in ways that are beneficial to the common good and to the full range of our 
stakeholders. 
In the following sections guidelines are provided for Teaching, Service, and Scholarship. Point systems are 
framed for each. Philosophical underpinnings and Rules of Engagement are also presented for each category to 
make the system understandable and transparent to all parties, and to inform decision-making in grey areas in 
which interpretation of evidence provided is difficult and/or unclear. 
Summary of changes and improvements reflected in this version of the APT guidelines: 
1 .  Aligns faculty contributions with the SOBAE mission statement. 
2. Provides clear expectations. 
• A point system appears for each of the legs of the three-legged stool: Teaching, Research, and 
Service. 
• Tables are provided for each area with points and illustrative activities explicated. 
• Philosophical underpinnings and Rules of Engagement are offered in each section of the document. 
3. Specific formative and developmental guidance is given for each level of a faculty member's academic 
career. 
4. Raises the bar for compliance with AACSB site visitors' feedback to SOBAE and our own review of the 
AACSB standards, across each of these areas: 
Scholarship: 
• Standards include separate mention of faculty teaching in the graduate program 
• Scholarship standards that are more in line with our peer institutions, and with other departments 
across campus 
• Necessary increase in requirements for quality and quantity in publications and presentations of 
scholarly work 
• Delineation of publications that are deemed acceptable and qualified, e.g., at the level ofless than or 
equal to 40% acceptance rate in Cabell's ranking, and identification of Journals of Excellence. 
Service: 
• Standards that include external relations and engagement, and that reward and recognize service 
outside of the school 
• Service to the SOBAE serves as a focal point and least common denominator in the model provided. 
Teaching : 
• Less reliance on lAS scores and more weight on other elements 
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• Broader scope of indicators and metrics to guide the candidate and those reviewing candidates' 
contributions 
• Dual focus on classroom and engagement beyond the classroom 
5. While there are indeed point systems offered for each leg ofthe three-legged stool- Teaching, Service, 
and Scholarship-these are not intended to be jointly scaled. That is, the scales are independent. 
Independent scaling thus provides additional flexibility, with one scale score capable of changing 
without impact on the others. 
In some cases there is overlap among and between categories, e.g., the inclusion o f  ENGAGEMENT in 
both the TEACHING and the SERVICE guidelines. This overlap is intentional and brings alignment 
with strategic priorities and accreditation standards, with critical resource needs, and with resource 
challenges. 
6. Integrates facets of the new AACSB guidelines, to include IMPACT, INNOVATION, and 
ENGAGEMENT. 
7. More flexible, allowing candidates to pick facets of teaching, scholarship, and service that align with 
their own strengths and preferences. 
8. Places reliance on existing systems and resources provided at the campus level, e.g., annual report 
requirements already in place via the Digital Measures online reporting system. 
Inputs to this document: The members of the committee charged with the job of drafting this document 
approached the task with fairness, transparency, and rigor in mind as is appropriate given our mission and thti 
strategic drivers for an AACSB accredited institution such as ours. 
SOBAE faculty and staff have had the opportunity to bring their voices to the framing of service, teaching and 
scholarship guidelines over the previous academic year during and leading up to a series of school meetings, 
mini retreats, and full-day retreats. Additional feedback has been received in writing, and in person. As might 
be expected, not all input that was received at these forums is consistent, and as a consequence not all of the 
input received is directly addressed in these documents. However, common threads and matters deemed to be 
central to the achievement of the strategic goals and mission of the School have been woven into the guidelines 
developed. 
Other peer and aspirant AACSB schools' guidelines were also collected for comparison purposes. Where 
possible, other SUNY schools' guidelines were sought out and reviewed. 
All School-level guidelines regarding the review of teaching, service, and scholarship for purposes of promotion 
and tenure have also been reviewed to assure consistency and compliance with the campus guidelines. 
Candidates are advised to read and comply with campus guidelines for promotion and tenure, which may be 
located on the College at Brockport website at: 
<http://www. brockport.edu/ acadaffi'facguide/persaction/C .html> 
The campus guidelines offer detailed instructions on both the processes required for application processes, and 
the criteria upon which applications will be judged. The SOBAE has aligned the guidelines contained herein 
with those provided by both the campus and with SUNY -wide policy and to maintain compliance and 
consistency. 
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.... ,. Preparation for renewaL promotion, continuing appointment. and performance at rank: 
Faculty members are advised to prepare well in advance of Appointment, Promotion, and Tenure (APT) 
processes and in preparation for Performance at Rank standards over the course of their careers. The following 
guidance is offered with regard to the preparation of ancillary and related documents throughout a faculty 
members' career span at SOBAE: 
• ANNUAL REPORTS: The preparation of detailed annual reports will greatly enhance faculty members' 
ability to gather documentation at the time of personnel actions down the road. Detailed and careful annual 
report preparation from year to year is required of all faculty, and will help to avoid confusion, minimize 
stress, and to optimize outcomes in terms of gauging both performance at rank, and in preparation for 
appointment, promotion, and tenure. Where required, all faculty members must provide information within 
the Digital Measures reporting framework, or other supporting reporting mechanisms as required by the 
Department and School. Faculty members are expected to respond to feedback that they receive on the 
annual reports by making appropriate changes that strengthen their teaching, scholarship, and service 
effectiveness 
• PERFORMANCE AT RANK EXPECTATIONS: Across the three categories of teaching, scholarship, and 
service, performance at rank is expected of all faculty members with continuing appointment. 
Noncompliance will result in a mandated remedial plan developed by the faculty member and approved by 
the Department Chair with the expectation that full remediation occur within two years. Failure to achieve 
remediation within this time period may result in an increase in teaching load and/or other reassignment of 
duties. 
• TEACHING GUIDELINES: The teaching-related criteria delineated herein are intended to guide faculty as 
they develop their profiles as instructors, and to encourage important valuable behaviors. They will also 
serve to guide faculty as they prepare an application dossier, and provide criteria and metrics for the APT 
committee to consider as they evaluate faculty contributions to teaching and learning. Faculty members 
who seek renewal and those seeking continuing appointment are required to use the extended lAS Questions 
that we have included herein under the Teaching guidelines. The extended question set provides faculty 
with the means to present data that supply targeted guidance to APT committees, department chairs, and the 
Dean of SOBAE in response to these new guidelines. 
• SERVICE GUIDELINES:  Service criteria are offered with the aim of providing flexibility for faculty 
members. At the same time service to the school is considered a primary need, and one that is critical to the 
achievement of strategic initiatives. All faculty members are encouraged to maintain documentation noting 
their own service contributions from year to year to meet Performance at Rank standards presented herein. 
• SCHOLARSHIP GUIDELINES: Evidence of a steady stream of accomplishments and progress in research 
is expected at all levels on a year-by-year basis. Faculty members are advised to maintain good records 
regarding their scholarship progress, and to move works in progress along toward publication and 
dissemination from year to year. 
III. Standard contract time periods and the impact of prior service: 
_ /�s recognized that not all faculty enter the SOBAE with the same background and experience. The following 
guidance if offered regarding standard contract renewal and review periods: 
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• STANDARD CONTRACT ASSUMPTIONS: These guidelines are written assuming that tenure-track 
faculty are hired without prior service credit under a standard "3-3-1"  contract regiment, see table below. r 
Typically, new faculty will: 
Fall 
o Receive an initial three year contract; 
o Undergo a second year review in response to a request for a 3 year contract extension; 
o Undergo a fifth-year review in response to a request for a one year contract extension; 
o Undergo a sixth-year review for promotion and continuing appointment (tenure); 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 1 YearS Year 6 Y ear 7 YearS 
Initial 3 year contract Second 3 year contract 1 year 
contract 
Submit Submit 5th Submit Tenure 
2nd year year review promotion Date 
review dossier and tenure 
dossier dossier 
Spring Candidat Candidate Candidate 
e notified notified of notified of 
of decision** decision*** 
decision* 
* If positive, 3-year extension granted. If negative, year 3 IS termmal year. 
** If positive, 1 year extension granted. If negative, year 6 is terminal year. 
***If positive, continuing appointment begins in year 8.  If negative, year 7 is terminal year. 
IMPACT OF PRIOR SERVICE: Throughout this document, expectations are specified for faculty 
undergoing second year review and faculty undergoing fifth year review; these designations cannot be 
interpreted literally for faculty counting prior service credit. When evaluating the applicant's dossier, the 
APT committee will be guided by the following principles: 
• Faculty with prior service credit who 1 )  are requesting contract renewal, and 2) will undergo a 
subsequent contract renewal request at a later date (prior to their request for tenure) will be judged 
against second year review standards. 
• Faculty with prior service credit who 1 )  are requesting contract renewal, and 2) will NOT undergo a 
subsequent contract renewal request prior to their request for tenure, will be judged against fifth year 
review standards. 
When prior service is an issue, both the candidate and the APT Committee Chair should consult the Dean to 
confirm the candidate's  status in this regard. 
IV. The impact of sabbatical awards on performance expectations: 
Faculty members who are awarded sabbatical leaves are expected to maintain excellence in alignment with the 
standards for teaching classes in the period of time immediately preceding or following the sabbatical period. 
Likewise, sabbatical leave is not expected to interfere with scholarship productivity, therefore scholarship 
standards noted herein are to be upheld prior to, during, and after a sabbatical period is awarded. Expectatiq 
for service in the academic year ofthe sabbatical will be proportionate with the period ofthe sabbatical leav&­
period. That is, if the sabbatical award is for one year, there will be no servicy expectation for the period of the 
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sabbatical. If the sabbatical is for a single semester the service expectation will be that no service is required 
only for that semester period. 
I. Performance expectations for persons serving in administrative roles in the SOBAE. 
While serving as either Associate Dean or as a Chair in the SOBAE service expectations will largely be built 
into the position, and will, therefore be expected to be substantial. As such, performance at rank for service will 
be built into the position itself for those who hold such positions. Both teaching and scholarship expectations 
for at rank performance and for promotion or continuing appointment will be maintained as for the faculty at 
large in the SOBAE. 
VI: Important notes regarding the interpretation and framing of this document: 
Guidelines as minimum expectations: Guidelines presented herein represent minimum expectations. All 
faculty members are expected to exceed the floor-level metrics presented herein and to cultivate a reputation for 
high quality teaching, service, and scholarship. Candidates who fail to meet the minimums or indeed barely 
meet minimum expectations are unlikely to be successful in achieving continuing appointment or promotion. 
The overall quality of the candidate's application package should provide a clear impression that the candidate 
has strong potential to eventually achieve the status and rank of Full Professor. 
Time frames for performance guidelines throughout the career span: Please note that for each category 
Performance at Rank standards have been delineated. Thus, "tenured" (those who have achieve the status of 
continuing appointment in the State University of New York) faculty should plan on making annual 
contributions within benchmark ranges of the performance guidelines noted herein. For service, expectations 
.. e introduced relatively early in a faculty members' career. In contrast, iterative performance expectations are 
.shioned within the teaching and scholarship performance categories in recognition of the experience curve 
and developmental nature of these activities. Thus, staged standards for teaching and scholarship are delineated 
for the period of time leading up to continuous appointment and after it using an approach that elevates and 
increases expectations over time. 
VII. Modification of this document: 
These standards represent a significant change over the previous APT standards. Although great care has been 
taken in their preparation, it is acknowledged that modification may be necessary in the future. This document 
may be modified with the approval of the Dean of SOBAE, following a full vote of the SOBAE School faculty. 
In order that the procedures and processes noted herein may receive an adequate and full trial, it would be 
expected that these guidelines remain in place as is for three full academic years. 
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SERVICE 
PHILOSOPHICAL UNDERPINNING: Service as stewardship 
We should all regard service as an honorable good. Not as penance or as something that one does only to fill in 
a line on ones' annual report. Not as a necessary evil. Not as something to hurry up and get done, once in a 
while, when someone asks you to do it. We need to hold each other to a higher standard and expect more of 
ourselves and of each other. We must nurture an environment in which working collaboratively and in service 
of others is at the heart of what we do. 
In a School of our size there is a lot of opportunity for sharing both the joys and the burdens of our work, and 
there are many needs. We each need to balance "what I want to do" with "what I need to do" in the spirit of 
stewardship, and for the benefit of our students and the School. We also need to set new sights on the 
development of enhanced relationships with our downstream external business/ non-profit I governmental 
agency partners with whom our students will be seeking employment. We have the opportunity to make 
Brockport a school of choice for the students we serve and for employers who will one day hire them. 
Service expectations for various stages of a faculty member's career: 
As a faculty member matures in his or her career it is expected that they fill expanding service roles as a 
stewards of the School of Business and its students. At the same time, all hands are needed to stabilize the large 
organizational vessel that we operate. Thus, all faculty members are encouraged to make sound decisions 
regarding their service commitments that culminate in positive personnel action reviews. 
• For faculty in their first year of a full time, tenure track position (prior to the year 2 review): In 
recognition of their newness to the campus and the School, faculty members in their first year of serv� 
are required to accumulate 16  points to achieve performance at rank in the area of service. Using the 
performance at rank grid found below, faculty may choose to accumulate the bulk of the 1 6  points in the 
first category, pertaining to SCHOOL level service. That said faculty should also consider providing 
some service in categories 2 and 3 as this will be good for their long-term development and relationship 
building across campus, and with the external community. 
• For faculty in their second to fifth years of a full time, tenure track position (prior to the year 5 review) : 
Using the performance at rank grid found below, faculty are required to accumulate a total of 32 points. 
Faculty may derive the bulk of their service activity points from service to the School, the first category, 
but must show some evidence of activity (at least 8 of the required 32 points) in either categories (#2) -­
The Campus, and/or (#3) -- External. 
• For all other faculty, regardless of career stage: Performance at rank guidelines given on the table, 
below, apply. Where possible, it is expected that faculty who have achieved senior ranks will assume 
substantive leadership roles in service. 
Rules of engagement: 
• Consistent School service is expected as a fundamental requirement of being a faculty member at the 
School of Business Administration and Economics. 
• School level service is expected of all faculty members1• 
• Broad service categories include service to the: 
1 .  School 
2. Campus 
3 .  External bodies 
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• .All faculty members are expected to engage in service activities that span a minimum of 2 out of 3 
categories, in addition to completing high quality School level service. Thus, if a faculty member 
engages in the required level of School Service, they are also then required to pick up additional service 
from among the Campus and External categories. This is encouraged even for faculty who are in their 
first review period, within the first three years of service, though heavier overall proportional service at 
the school level meets the guidelines presented herein. 
• Service that carries external or even internal compensation is not inherently discouraged, but each 
faculty member must work to share in accomplishing tasks that need to get done in the School. Thus, if 
a faculty member gets paid for doing service in one category, they cannot then exclude service in the 
remaining categories solely because of the income incentive that motivates attention to the paid service. 
• Service is expected to be of high quality, and members of groups (i.e., task force teams, committees, ad 
hoc groups, etc.) are expected to offer their time generously and responsibly. 
• Service in the School's  committees and task force groups is particularly valuable to the school and often 
earns faculty members credibility and the respect of their peers, the chairs, and the Dean's Office. Thus, 
service in the School's groups (i.e., task force teams, committees, ad hoc groups, etc.) is encouraged. 
• If service activities are not collaborative, but, rather, singularly focused with the faculty member 
operating largely on their own, participants are expected to serve as good ambassadors of the School and 
in support of the School mission and strategic focus. 
• It is expected that all service be taken seriously, and that faculty members deliver high quality work in 
completing tasks and offering inputs. 
• Clear expectations and basic resources necessary for the accomplishment of tasks (e.g., office space, 
meeting space, etc.) can be expected, though extra service compensation above and beyond the faculty 
salary should not be considered as normal or as regularly available. Service is part of what we already 
get paid to do, and it is expected as a function of employment as a faculty member. 
• The following checklist is provided to give faculty some sense of what and how they can approach 
service loads in the department. Items that are listed in each box may not be comprehensive enough to 
cover the service activity that you have participated in and identify; please consult with your department 
chair for guidance on where to inclt,1de a particular activity that is not currently listed. 
• All facu1ty members claiming service will be expected to delineate and report out on the precise nature 
of their service accomplishments in written documents and to build these into their annual reports. 
1 The term "faculty members" refers to full time tenure track faculty. 
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Guidelines for performance at rank in the area of SERVICE: 
Each faculty member in their second year of service or beyond should achieve service contributions· at a minimum of 32 points per vear; many will 
exceed this level of contribution. Faculty members in their first year of service will be expected to achieve service contributions at the level of 16 
points, and the focus may be primarily at the School level, in column 1 below. 
Note also that (a) Faculty need a minimum of half of the 32 points a year to be earned at the school level; however at least 8 of the 32 points must 
be earned at the campus or external level. (b) The participation and leadership categories are separate (c) The point "maximums" represent the 
maximum that can be counted towards the 32 points minimum per year (16  points for first-year faculty). Points earned beyond that will still be 
acknowledged for DSI and other recognition. 
Examples given in each category below are not meant to be exhaustive. Faculty may enter additional activities under "other" fields in each 
subcategory noted below by explicitly naming them in the space provided. 
LB -- - �-
. ,_ 1; SCHOOL LEVEL· ·-t 
School level service is a critical lever of mission and 
strategic level achievement. All faculty members 
are expected to.participate in School level service on 
an annual basis. School level service includes 
service at the individual departmental level, and also 
service that is conducted for both departments at the 
h 11 1� �- "'� . ;_, ...  sc oo eve . - ��, - -.,""�: ·•iii>:«< 
r· Participation: �;.: ) "' 1  Leadership: 
There are ( 4) � · ,; 25 point maximum in 
subcategories in this· •. J this col�: __ ;:- · 
column, as noted below �iw:- , . !!: • ""'F' · ' 13 points each for the 
�- ·-·-: 1."' Attendan�e: "' following representative 
20 point maximum in activities: r .. . �-this subcategory of ; . 1'""'t � ' ·. . . 
participation at the 
School level � 
1L, \ 
2 points each for 
representative activities 
• Leadership of a 
search committee, 
• � 1 t ' standing committee, 
· task force, or ad hoc 
group organized at 
2. CAMPUS LEVEL 
Likewise, by serving in campus level service 
initiatives the School positions itself as a lever for 
campus-level change, and signals to the campus that 
we are leaders of innovation and mission-directed 
activities. 
Participatioq: 
10 point maximum in 
this category/ column 
• Commencement, 
• Campus-wide 
honors ceremonies, 
• Divisional 
convocations, 
Leadershi):l: 
13 points maximum in 
this category/ column 
Representative 
activities: 
• Leadershit? of a 
committ�e/task forcJ', 
or ad hoc group 
organized at the 
campus-wide level. 
Example: College 
:,V:o. ��r, 
3. EXTERNAL LEVEL lAACSB IMPACT) 
. External service is critical to the School's ability to 
prove its impact.' When faculty interact • • : · · 
purposefully with the professional commullity they 
gain insights into what to include in the curriculum, . 
and the professional community benefits from the . 
insights provided by trained scholars who can draw . 
on their research _and scholarship to add value to 
the professional co!}lmunity. · 
· Participation: . 
10 point maximum in 
�is �ategory/ �ol� 
Representative· activities 
include attendance at: · · 
• Forums at which . -. · 
local, regional,' •. : • 
1. . national;:"�;: ift� ; . • : ·. · : ; 
international 7�-
· 
>'· · · 
. businesS executives 
are discU&sing-: . , . 
current �ssues and . · .. · 
Leadership: 
13 ·point maximum in 
·· this category/ column . 
. ;:: '" . 
' ·'�{-�����· .... · . � . . 
Repre�entat.ive . . . . _ . 
external leadership · · . ·' , 
activities earn 13 points 
. per activity:. ;· ' · .· · 
.. 
·- . 't�· ··�{:_ ' ���· · . . . �· . ;:. . 
..:. ·:. : 
·r 
• .  
-. Editorships,'· • . :_ 
• Associate · · 
;� * . 
.. , editorships, . .-. : 
'
. • Elections or <�· � · 
1 0  
including attendance at: 
• Recruiting 
events for 
graduate 
program 
• Recruiting 
events for 
undergraduates 
(i.e., Open 
Houses) 
• Student 
registration 
sessions 
• Center of 
Student Success 
events 
• BetaGamma 
Sigma and other 
school honors 
ceremonies 
• Brown bag 
events held in 
the School 
• OTHER 
activities that 
are similar in 
character to 
above: 
2. Membership: 
10 points each, 
20 point maximum in 
this subcategory of 
participation at the 
School level 
the School level, or at 
the Department level 
• Member-of steering 
committee or 
oversight committee 
that pertains to the 
School or your 
department 
• Volunteering to teach 
an APS class. 
• OTHER activities 
that are similar in 
character to above: 
'!' .. 
• S_chQol:':Yi4e 
convocations, 
• Public speaking 
events sponsored at 
the c�pus lev,:el 
10 points each for 
service such as: 
• College senate as an 
at-large member 
• Membership on a 
search committee for 
a position that is 
outside of your 
school 
Membership on 
other college 
committees (e.g. 
library, assessment, 
facilities, budget, 
etc ... ) 
OTHER: activities 
that are similar in 
character to above: 
Senate leadershilil role 
(13 points) 
Member of. steering 
. � comrmtte�or 
oversight committee 
that pertains to the 
entire campus. (10 
points) Example: 
Search committee 
leadership for a 
position outside of 
your own department 
and school. 
• Public speaking at .a 
campus event (3 
points) 
• Presentation of 
training tutorial at a 
campus event (3 
points) 
• Presentation. at a 
campus 'CEET event 
(3 points) 
• Service as a CELT 
peer znentor (5 points) 
•· OTHER activities 
that aie similar in 
character to above: 
problem solving. · 
''i.:q�-< 
Representative activities 
include membership in: 
• A board of directors 
. · or other governing · ·, 
,· . board in academic . · · 
.'- . and/or professional '. 
. : association and 
: · .  · society (10 points) 
• Editorial b<.lard 
: memberships ( 6 
points per board) · - · 
Representative activities 
include these e:xternal 
roles (2 points per 
activity): · ,.,.,�- · 
• Invitations to act as 
. ·: journal reviewers for 
. 
· recognized, leading 
· 
· . peer-review journals 
Editorial reviewer 
for professional 
· . . publications , · · · 
· (textbooks, bbok · 
. chapters, edited 
editions; ·l�-�-" 
·, · , ·  
··�4l . 
· · manuscripts, . · . 
·. software, etc.) · : 
:)t�i�f }k� ..... . 
• . OTHER activities . 
· 
· ·· that are similar in 
character to above: · · 
appointmentsto . 
leadership posi�ions 
in academic and/or 
. : professional . : 
· associations and 
societies. 
· 
. .. ,;,;:�' ';�',.. ·.: 
.:
·
- �e� . 
• �-:OTHER activities ·;_: , . . · · that are similar in '·: 
character to above: · 
-· 
..... 
·
, 
.
. 
1 1  
j -� 
· .. , 
t·
. 
Representative activities 
include membership in 
2!....!!!!= 
• Search, 
committee for 
an open faculty 
positio�,; 
-· ' 
• APT committee · 
• Assurance of 
Learning (AoL) 
Committee, 
• Curriculum 
committee 
• Ad hoc, or task 
force committee 
• OTHER 
activities that 
are similar in 
character to 
above: 
3. Coordinator: 
6-8 points each,'!?'"" 
12 point maximum in 
this subcategory of -
participation at the 
School level -:: · , 
'; j ,:/.i:. Oj� 
Representati�e activities 
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• Brown bag 
coordinator ( 6 
points) 
• OTHER 
activities that 
are similar in 
character to 
above:, 
�� 
._,_, 
4. Appointed member 
of a college wide 
committee or group on 
behalf of the School or 
your department. 
1 0 points each;'� 
20 point maximum in 
this subcategory of 
participation at the 
School level 't:r 
College senate • 
• 
representative 
for your 
department 
UUP, ;,..;. 
. representative 
�� 
"' 
• OTHER activities 
that are similar in 
character to above: 
... I! 
�  .. . . · · �. d  •. -� ft 
� 
.. 
;r . ·  
:o:.' 
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SCHOLARSHIP 
Philosophical Underpinnings 
• Scholarship is a vital part of the School's mission; engagement in scholarship is viewed as 
necessary for excellence in teaching. Faculty achievement in the area of scholarship is also seen 
as critical for maintenance of AACSB accreditation of the School's  undergraduate and graduate 
programs and a vital, engaged community of professionals whose teaching and scholarship 
reciprocally inform each other. These expectations are consistent with our hiring policies, 
which stress recruitment of faculty (primarily from AACSB-accredited programs) who 
presumably have the tools and potential to be a part of a vibrant community of scholars and to 
aspire to eventual promotion to the rank of Professor. 
• Publications are defined as those in print, in press, or unconditionally accepted by an editor 
(explicit notification from the editor in the form of a letter or email must accompany this claim) 
without any further revisions. 
• For candidates who bring in years of service from other institutions at the time of joining the 
College and thus come up for continuing appointment within a time-shortened period, at least 
two of the journal articles with acceptable impact (see Rules of Engagement in this section for a 
definition of acceptable impact) counted as part of the application submitted must have been 
published while at Brockport. Credit for prior publications (i.e. those in existence at the time of 
joining) will be negotiated at the time ofhire. Normally, at least two of the journal articles with 
acceptable impact counted as part of the application submitted must have been published while 
at Brockport. 
• Scholarship will continue to be measured in terms of products subject to external peer review 
reflecting, as in Ernest Boyer's model (Scholarship Reconsidered) "discovery", "integration", 
and "application." 
• Scholarship of Discovery is defined as original work that contributes to existing knowledge 
in one's discipline. It seeks to find answers to "what is to. be known, what is yet to be 
found?" and is demonstrated by (but not limited to) scholarly activities that offer research 
and evidence of commitment to knowledge for its own sake that is deemed new and 
contributing to the body ofknowledge in one's discipline. 
• Scholarship of Teaching and Learning is work that involves the systematic study of 
teaching and learning processes. It differs from scholarly teaching in that it requires a 
format that permits public sharing and provides the opportunity .for application and 
evaluation by others. 
• Scholarship of Integration asks the question, "What do the findings mean?" It includes the 
synthesizing of existing knowledge or creative work within one or more disciplines into 
new patterns and possibly for new audiences. The scholarship of Integration is 
demonstrated by (but is not limited to) scholarly activities that integrate or interpret 
knowledge from other disciplines into the faculty member's own discipline. This 
scholarship should enhance the knowledge in one's own discipline or contribute new 
meaning and insights to one's own discipline. 
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• Scholarship of Application is defined as the use of discipline-based knowledge to solve 
problems in response to the following questions: "Can practice based upon knowledge from 
one's discipline be used to resolve problems of consequence?" "In what ways does one's 
discipline-based knowledge help individuals as well as institutions?" "In what ways does 
one's discipline-based generate scholarly investigation?" Thus, the scholarship of 
Application is demonstrated by (but not limited to) scholarly activities that apply 
knowledge in one's own discipline to solving meaningful and practical problems found in 
business, accounting, and economics-related disciplines, fields, and practices. 
• Evidence of a steady stream of accomplishments/progress in scholarship is expected at all 
levels on a year-by-year basis. Moreover, evidence must go beyond just reporting publication 
and conference counts; it should include thoughtful, reflective statements on ongoing and 
upcoming research projects and efforts. 
• Continuing appointment is emphatically not to be viewed as the end of the journey in terms of 
accomplishments (quality and quantity) in scholarship, just as it is not expected to mark the end 
of development and improvement in either service or teaching. Instead, continuing appointment 
should attest to the faculty member's ability to produce work of meritorious quality and 
quantity post-continuing appointment, and, ideally, to progress towards Professor rank; this is 
consistent with the College guidelines for tenure and promotion. 
• Evaluation of scholarship should consider the following criteria: ( 1 )  clarity of goals, (2) 
adequacy of preparation, (3) appropriateness of methods, ( 4) significance of results, ( 5) 
effectiveness of presentation, ( 6) reflective critique where appropriate. These criteria are as 
described by Ernest Boyer in Glassick, C.E., Huber, M.T., and Maeroff, G.l. 1997. Scholarship 
Assessed, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco: 22-36. Normally, it is assumed that the peer review 
process at journals and conferences of acceptable quality will meet these expectations. 
• Faculty teaching in the School of Business' graduate programs must be clearly performing at 
rank in the area of scholarship. 
• The School of Business supports the assignment of a fourth course to the faculty member's 
teaching load or reassignment to other duties for failure to perform at rank after remediation 
efforts. Normally, remediation is expected to occur within two years. 
• We value cross-disciplinary scholarship in the School ofBusiness, including scholarship that 
involves disciplines outside the School provided that the faculty member can adequately and 
clearly demonstrate the disciplinary component in the research in question. 
Rules of Engagement 
• Faculty are expected to publish within accepted outlets in their disciplines using research 
methods that are suitable to and well accepted by the discipline in question. It is acknowledged 
that some faculty members are classified as cross-disciplinary by virtue of their officially 
teaching and researching in multiple areas. Deviations from the practice ofteaching within ones 
discipline may possibly be compensated for by increased volume of publication, but only after 
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consultation with the Department Chair. Publications that are clearly outside the discipline will 
be acknowledged for the prestige they bring to the candidate and School but will not be 
awarded as many points as those within the discipline. 
• Faculty must document their scholarly activities, typically through refereed and peer-reviewed 
journals, books, chapters in books, monographs, presentations, symposia, and other acceptable, 
professional, refereed and peer-reviewed products. Table 2 presents common scholarly 
activities that can be placed into the categories of discovery, integration, and application. Each 
scholarly activity in Table 2 has a point value to demonstrate its relative importance in the area 
of scholarship and to the department. Faculty who believe that a scholarly activity has 
additional merit may provide evidence to justify the awarding of additional points for such 
scholarly products. 
· 
Faculty who are seeking personnel decisions, such as renewal, continuing appointment, 
promotion, and DSI decisions should understand that peer-reviewed products in the form of 
professional journal articles are essential. While faculty can be involved in a variety of 
scholarly activities, and while alternative forms of refereed and peer-reviewed scholarly 
products will be considered as evidence of scholarship, faculty must present supporting 
evidence that demonstrates the credibility, quality, and value of such work. 
• To be recognized as having acceptable impact for promotion, continuing appointment, and 
performance at rank, the academic journal articles in question must be published in journals 
with an acceptance rate not exceeding 40% and/or a comparable SSCI (Social Science Citation 
Index) score. Alternatively, faculty can demonstrate the journal's comparable selectivity. 
• The journals of excellence lists will normally provide the basis of guidance for the candidate. 
The burden of proof for adding a journal to the listing of journals of excellence is on the 
candidate and if necessary the APT committee will arbitrate and make the final decision on the 
inclusion of a journal in this listing on behalf of the school. 
• When documenting and evaluating points for scholarship, the following aspects of impact 
should be acknowledged: 
• Publications in highly recognized, leading peer-review journals (journals in a 
designated journal list, Top 3, Top 10, etc.) 
• Citation counts 
• Download counts for electronic journals 
• Editorships, associate editorships, editorial board memberships, fellowships at 
recognized center and/or invitations to act as journal reviewers for recognized, leading 
peer-review journals 
• Recognitions for research (e.g., Best Paper Awards), Fellow Status in an academic 
society, and other recognition by professional and/or academic societies for intellectual 
contribution outcomes 
· 
• Invitations to participate in research conferences, scholarly programs, and/or 
international, national, or regional research forums 
• Inclusion of academic work in the syllabi of other professors' courses 
• Use of academic work in doctoral seminars 
• Competitive grants awarded by major national and international agencies (e.g., NSF) or 
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third-party funding for research projects 
• When candidates are listed alphabetically as authors, they must make the case for lead 
authorship if they wish to count the publication as one in which they served as lead author. 
Scholarship expectations at various stages of the faculty member's career: 
A steady stream of scholarly accomplishment founded on a sound and ongoing research program is 
expected of all faculty members. The expectations specified below are meant to be consistent with this 
principle and others documented above in the philosophical underpinnings above. 
(a)For faculty in the first vear of a full time, tenure track position (prior to vear 2 review): At this 
level, it is expected that the faculty member will build on the dissertation and related work and will 
articulate a reasonably clear research plan for the period leading up to continuous appointment. At a 
minimum, evidence of submissions of ongoing scholarly work is expected, in addition to conference 
presentations and the like. 
(b)For faculty in the second to fifth years of a full time, tenure track position (orior to vear 5 
review): Faculty at this level are expected to be making substantial progress towards accumulating the 
points necessary (particularly in the form of journal articles in the candidate's field) for continuous 
appointment so that there is a reasonable expectation of securing continuous appointment. We 
acknowledge that some candidates may target extremely selective journals with a correspondingly 
longer period of review, and we encourage these efforts. In these cases, however, candidates must still 
present evidence of progress in terms of revisions and the like. 
(c) For faculty at the time of review (or continuing appointment: 
Candidates must show significant advancement in the area of scholarship beyond the level of Assistant 
Professor and beyond merely the presentation of doctoral dissertation results. 
Faculty must produce a minimum of points, demonstrating steady, continuous effort over the period of 
review. Regardless ofhow the points are compiled, the majority of the portfolio should illustrate 
competence and expertise in the faculty member's assigned area(s) ofteaching discipline. The faculty 
member also needs to be the lead author on at least one journal article for rows A and B (below) and 
two for row C (below). When candidates are listed alphabetically as authors, they must make the case 
for lead authorship ifthey wish to count the publication as one in which they served as lead author. If 
the journal explicitly requires that authorship be strictly alphabetical, the candidate needs to provide 
evidence of this requirement. 
Representative options for compiling the minimum 1 8  points are: 
Option Minimum total Minimum articles placed Lead author on article 
acceptable journal in journals of excellence 
articles needed needed as subset of total 
A 3 3 1 
B 4 2 1 
c 5 1 1 
D 6 0 2 
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(d)Performance at rank for (acultv who have achieved continuous appointment:· All post-tenure 
faculty are expected to produce a minimum of 12  points over a five-year period, including at least two 
journal articles with acceptable impact and to demonstrate continuous, steady effort in scholarship on 
an annual basis. 
(e) Requirements for promotion to Professor: 
Since attaining the rank of Associate Professor, faculty must earn a minimum average of 4 points per 
year in addition to those presented for continuing appointment over a period of five years or more 
since obtaining continuing appointment. Candidates must demonstrate that their scholarly activities are 
of high quality and have a significant value for the profession. 
Points must be accumulated from publications with acceptable impact including peer-reviewed articles 
and/or published peer-reviewed books of discovery, integration, or application. At least two of the 
acceptable journal articles used to comprise the necessary points should have the faculty member as 
lead author. 
In all cases, consistent with College guidelines, scholarly accomplishments should be significantly 
greater than that expected to achieve Associate Professor rank, and there should be evidence of new 
and more sophisticated levels of achievement. The, significance of the scholar! y accomplishment must 
be attested to by peers and reputable figures in the field who are not employed at The College at 
Brockport, and recognition of the work's quality must be evident and available in the form of reviews, 
comment, and citations in the work of others, direct letters of assessment by recognized authorities off­
campus solicited by the department, and invitations from leaders in the field to contribute to 
publications and conferences, to serve on editorial boards, review books, etc . . .  The reputation of the 
journals, publishers, and other outlets is also an important consideration stipulated in the guidelines, as 
are honors and awards that serve to recognize contributions for long term work in the field and/or new 
interpretations and applications of scholarship. 
The table below illustrates examples of the level of accomplishment expected over a ten year period. It 
is provided only as an example, recognizing candidates may compile their dossiers over different 
periods of time: 
Option Minimum total acceptable journal Minimum articles placed in 
articles needed journals of excellence needed 
as subset of total 
A 6 3 
B 7 2 
c 9 1 
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Table 2. Activity and point values for scholarly activities 
1 .  I Articles in acceptable peer-reviewed journal publications automatically earn 3 points. Additional points are added up to a maximum I 3 - 5 
of 5 points depending on whether the candidate is the first author (excepting alphabetical arrangement) or the sole author ( 1 
additional point), the demonstrated selectivity of the journal (e.g. if the journal is a journal of excellence) and/or evidence (e.g. 
· ' of the article's havin!! si!!llificant imoact (1 additional ooint in either 
2. I Brief reports, research briefs, commentary/editorial comments, book reviews, and articles exclusively focused on teaching technique I 1 - 1 .5 
earn uo to 1 .5 ooints based on oresti!!e of the oublisher. citations. and other measures of ;Tn"""t 
· 3. I Peer-reviewed books of discovery, integration, or application earn up to 5 points, based on prestige of the publisher, citations and I 3 - 5 
other measures of 
4. I Funded peer-reviewed grants earn between 1 and 5 points. Points reflect competitiveness of grant, primary authorship, rank, source I 1 - 5 
of fundin!!. amount of monev. extent of contribution to new 
5 .  I Presentation at peer-reviewed, national/international conference with abstract or proceedings earn 1 .5 points (eligible presentations I 1 .5 
include noster. oanel discussant with 
6. I Chapter or case study in a peer-reviewed, published book related to the discipline earns up to 1 .5 points depending on prestige of I 1 - 1.5 
citations and other measures of · 
7. I Edited books that are peer-reviewed and related to discipline earn up to 3 points, based on prestige of publisher, citations and other I 1 .5 
-
3 
measures of 
8.  I Presentation - peer-reviewed, regional, state, local conference earn 1 point (eligible presentations include poster, panel discussant I 1 
with oreoared text. solo. kevnote. and invited 
9. I Development and publication of media or materials such as CDs, audio tapes, teaching materials, etc., that are peer-reviewed and I 1 - 2  
create somethin!! new in terms of knowled!!e/scholarshio earn uo to 2 
10. I Scholarly review - of (a) a single book, software, media, published in a peer-reviewed journal, or (b) a refereed journal article, I 1 
earns 1 
1 1 .  I Respondent/discussant/panel member/ review of paper submission, with written and documented critique of the papers presented at a I .5 
conference earns V2 a 
1 - 3  
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TEACIDNG 
Evaluation of Contributions to Teaching 
1) Philosophical Underpinning 
Teaching is the most important aspect of the faculty obligation at SUNY Brockport. Per the 
College-wide Guidelines for Faculty Appointment and Renewal, "teaching is our most important 
function. In our role as college professors we strive to create high quality learning opportunities 
for our students. Excellence in teaching is our first and foremost responsibility." As such, the 
evaluation of teaching should be multifaceted and rigorous. It is difficult to imagine circumstances 
where continuing appointment or promotion would be granted to an individual that cannot 
demonstrate superior contributions to teaching. 
The SOBAE enjoys a proud tradition of teaching excellence. Nearly a dozen current and former 
members of the School's faculty have won the SUNY Chancellor's award for Excellence in 
Teaching. While it is not expected that everyone will choose to pursue this award, the award 
criteria provide sage formative guidance for individuals that wish to receive continuing 
appointment and promotion in the School of Business and Economics. Criteria for the 
Chancellor's award include appropriate use of technology in teaching, use of diverse teaching 
methods and techniques, employing course materials that are up to date and routinely revised; 
setting high expectations for students, rigor that is reflected in course assignments and grading 
patterns, providing students with formative and constructive feedback, innovation and creativity, 
availability to students, engagement with students outside of class, willingness to provide tutoring, 
mentoring and extra help, and on-going professional development. 
As members of an AACSB accredited School of Business, all faculty members must demonstrably 
contribute to our collective ability to meet AACSB standards. Quality and continuous 
improvement are the cornerstones of the accreditation standards and all faculty need to be able to 
be able to articulate how their courses are reflective of this philosophy. Faculty must contribute to 
the School's ability to meet AACSB engagement standards. Implied is that all faculty design and 
develop learning environments that actively engage students in learning. Further, faculty must 
motivate students, such that they maintain their engagement even when challenged by difficult 
learning activities. Faculty must maintain their credentials and stay current in the subjects that they 
teach. Finally, in order to meet AACSB assurance of learning standards, all faculty members must 
participate in the School's  assurance of learning systems and improve learning in their classes, 
based on assessment results. 
The faculty evaluation system employed by the School of Business and Economics partitions the 
faculty obligation, traditionally referred monolithically as "teaching," into two sets of 
competencies and obligations. The first involves the various aspects of classroom instruction. 
The second involves interaction with students outside of the classroom in capacities that transcend 
the specific courses that faculty members teach, i.e., extracurricular engagement of students. 
Extracurricular engagement of students, including academic advisement, is believed to be an 
important determinant of student retention and student success. Extracurricular engagement 
contributes to the perception of a welcoming and vibrant campus environment. Engagement is key 
to building a culture of cohesiveness and belonging among students and faculty and laying the 
foundation for an engaged and supportive alumni base. 
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A strong culture of extracurricular engagement is also important to stakeholder perceptions of 
program quality and value. Questions related to extracurricular engagement are included in 
benchmarking surveys developed by EBI and ETS and engagement is the primary focus of the 
National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE). Engagement is a key component of the 
College's strategic plan and the School of Business has obligations, within this plan, to elevate 
student perceptions associated with extracurricular engagement. 
In recognition ofthe emerging importance of extra-curricular student engagement, candidates for 
renewal, continuing appointment, and promotion in the School of Business and Economics will 
undergo an evaluation of their contribution to classroom instruction and a separate evaluation of 
contributions to extra-curricular engagement. Faculty members are obliged to demonstrate their 
commitment, competence, and support for both aspects of the teaching obligation. 
Criteria and metrics associated with classroom instruction appear in section 4 below. Criteria and 
metrics associated with student engagement appear in section 5.  The APT committee will focus on 
these criteria as they evaluate faculty contributions to teaching and extra-curricular engagement. · 
As such, new faculty members are urged to become familiar with these criteria, using them to 
guide their behaviors and development as an instructor. Candidates for personnel action should 
refer to these criteria as they prepare an application dossier. 
2) Rules of Engagement 
Instructions to Candidates: With regard to classroom instruction, application dossiers must 
contain a teaching portfolio that includes a narrative addressing criteria 1 - 12  as delineated in Table 
1 (see section four below). Candidates who are submitting a renewal package in their second year 
of service are not required to address criteria 1 1 -12.  While these facts of a faculty members' early 
career will not be formally evaluated, faculty members' participation in 1 1 - 12  is encouraged in 
order that they may prepare for these requirements later, as their career progresses. The 
candidate's narrative must be supported by detailed references to specific dossier artifacts, or 
specific content within artifacts. The candidate should not expect the APT committee to search 
through the dossier, looking for evidence to support that candidate's narrative. Candidates for 
fifth-year review, continuing appointment, and promotion must also include narratives and artifacts 
corresponding to criteria 1 1 -12 in Table 1 .  
Criteria associated with extracurricular engagement appear in Table 2 (section 5 below). Again, 
the application dossier must utilize a narrative and detailed references to specific artifacts in the 
dossier to support the assertion that the candidate meets the extracurricular engagement criteria . 
. IMPORTANT NOTE. rega�dingreguired sUpplemental teachinWaluation:· In -�·-·L''"'u 
to utilizing the approved teaching evaluation instrument adopted by the Sch0.ol of 
Business and Econo:Otics:Caiididates for-contract renewal and promotion--must -
utiliZe the supplemental teaching evaluation bistrtiment (AppendiX C) forall -co·-·u··r··-s--es r-i . 
. taught hi the academic year prior to review. Forexample, a candidate forcontract 
�renewal hi fall 2020 must supplement the standard evaluation instrument with the-�otr!: .. l.t:' 'l';., 
supplemental bistrument for all courses taught iii fall 2019 and sprblg 2020.1( CAUOLUU,UL'"� 
must inchide{esults from .the supjJlemental instrument iii their teaching-portfolio-and 
U:setli.e results�-as apprhpriate: to support th�ir-;-·---- . 
�d URIIIIb 4""• · • .M. �� ;:"" · 
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Candidates should review both the criteria and metrics listed in section 4 and 5 as they prepare 
their dossier. Dossiers must also comply with requirement and guidance provided by the Office of 
the Provost. 
Instructions to the APT committee: Candidates are to be evaluated in accord with the metrics 
and criteria detailed in sections 4 and 5 below. The committee will assign points for each criterion 
in Tablel and Table 2, using the accompanying metrics to guide their assessment of the candidate. 
If the committee cannot reach consensus on the points to be assigned to a particular criteria, the 
average score across committee members should be used. An evaluation instrument, to be 
completed in concert with classroom visits, appears in Appendix D. 
For some criteria, (e.g. student teaching evaluation scores), associated metrics are objective and 
factual and are easily applied to the evaluation schemes described in section 4 and 5 below. For 
other criteria, (e.g. rigor) the candidate will need to provide an evidence-supported narrative that 
will help the APT committee to determine the degree to which the candidate's  teaching practices 
and policies support the criteria. Where possible, the candidate should support their narrative with 
objective facts (e.g. grading distribution, lAS results, etc.) and/or by referencing artifacts contained 
in the candidate's dossier, such as syllabi, exams, projects, student testimonials, etc. Examples of 
artifacts are given for some criteria; these are intended to be examples only and candidates are free 
to support their narrative using whatever artifacts they deem appropriate. 
In general, the evaluation is to be based only on the narratives and artifacts in the candidate's 
teaching portfolio, with the classroom visitation(s) by the APT committee being the notable 
exception to this principle. The APT evaluation is expected to be impartial and objective. 
3) Teaching expectations for various stages of a faculty member's career: 
• The following expectations pertain to faculty of all ranks and stages of their career, and 
define the teaching-related aspects of Performance at Rank expectations for faculty with 
continuing appointment. 
Faculty of all ranks and stages of their career are required to administer the SOBAE approved 
teaching evaluation instrument, which is currently the Instructional Assessment System (lAS) 
in all sections of all SOBAE courses taught. Faculty are required to report lAS averages for 
lAS questions 1 -4 on their annual report, and maintain an average score of 2.25 or lower for 
lAS questions 3 and 4 (average for all courses taught). 
Faculty with composite lAS averages (for all courses taught) above 2.25, on either question 3 
or 4, are required to submit a formal remedial plan as an addendUm. to their annual report, 
describing specific actions they plan to take to improve their lAS results. The Department 
Chair must approve this plan; the Department Chair will either accept the remedial plan or 
request specific modifications. It is generally expected that said remediation will occur in a 
period not to exceed two years. During this time, the faculty will be said to be "working 
towards performing at rank". If no progress is made within two years, the Chair will rate the 
facu1ty' s performance as "not performing at rank''. 
Faculty with a composite lAS average below 2.25 on questions 3 and 4 for all courses, but with 
AN lAS average above 2.25 for individual courses will include, in their reflective statement on 
teaching embedded within the annual report, a narrative addressing any courses with scores 
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above 2.25. The narrative should convey the faculty's thoughts about why the lAS scores are 
inconsistent with expectations (e.g. new preparation, significant experimentation in teaching 
methods, particularly difficult group of students) as well as their PLAN about remedying the 
situation. 
Faculty of all ranks and stages of their career are required to administer the SOBAE approved 
supplemental teaching evaluation questions (supplemental to the lAS), in all sections of all 
SOBAE courses taught, only during the year prior to any requests for contract renewal, 
continuing appointment, and/or promotion. 
It is expected that faculty of all ranks and stages of their career be responsive to the concerns 
raised by the Department Chair on the Annual Report 
Faculty of all ranks and stages of their career are required to participate in SOBAE assessment 
protocols as directed, be cognizant of Assurance of Learning (AOL) data (as reported by the 
AOL committee) that pertains to the courses that they staff, and to use relevant AOL data to 
affect continuous improvement in their courses. All faculty members are required to report 
participation in AOL protocols, and changes in courses or pedagogy based on AOL results, in 
their annual report. 
Faculty of all ranks and stages of their career are required to conduct their courses consistent 
with the course guide established for each course. Faculty with concerns about the contents of 
particular course guide must work with the area coordinator, course coordinator, and other 
faculty teaching the course to negotiate a mutually satisfactory modification to the course 
guide. Faculty should consult with their department chair should there be additional concerns 
about the match between their own course content and the course guide. 
All faculty members that have continuing appointment are expected to continue to support 
and "participate in extra-curricular engagement of students: Refer to Table 2 in section 5 
(extracurricular engagement). Faculty with continuing appointment will have met 
performance at rank expectations for student engagement if they can demonstrate a level of 
activity, over the previous five years, sufficient to earn a minimum of 1 8  extracurricular 
engagement points shown in the "5th Year Review and Beyoncl' column of Table 2. Within 
these 1 8  points, faculty with continuing appointment must: 
o Carry a standard advisement load as assigned. Contact students prior to advisement 
period to convey advisement system and expectations for advisees. Conduct a non­
cursory review, of student progress to date, as a foundation for providing academic 
advisement (4 points); 
o Be able to demonstrate a robust advisement record keeping system (2 points). The term 
robust implies that each faculty has some system that allows them to recall how they 
advised a particular student in a given semester. This might consist of (for example) 
copies of advisement forms (retained by the faculty or filed centrally), notes made by 
the faculty in a log (electronic or paper), or entries to a database or spreadsheet devised 
by the faculty. 
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• Teaching expectations associated with contract renewal, promotion, and tenure: 
(Refer to Table 1 in section 4 (classroom teaching) and Table 2 in section 5 (extracurricular 
engagement). 
1 )  For faculty requesting contract renewal, in their second year of a full time, tenure track 
position: To be recommended for renewal, second year faculty must earn a minimum of 40 
ofthe 60 points shown in the "2nd Year Review" column ofTablel AND a minimum of 6 
extracurricular engagement points shown in the "fld Year Review" column of Table 2. 
Additionally, to be recommended for renewal, second year faculty must have: 
o Earned a composite average of 2.5 or better on lAS questions 3 and 4 (average for all 
SOBAE sections taught in the first year); 
o Submitted, and had approved, a remedial plan as required if the composite average for 
lAS questions 3 or 4 exceeds 2.25; 
o Attended advisement training; 
o Participated in AOL processes as directed by the AOL committee. 
2) For faculty seeking a second contract renewaL continuing appointment, and/or 
promotion: To be eligible for a second or subsequent contract renewal, continuing 
appointment, and/or promotion, faculty must earn a minimum of 1 00 of the 160 points 
shown in the "5th Year Review and Beyoncf' column ofTablel AND a minimum of20 
extracurricular engagement points shown in the "5th Year Review and Beyoncf' column of 
Table 2. Additionally, faculty must: 
o Have designed and taught their courses consistent with the course guide(s). 
o Have earned a minimum of6 advisement points out of a possible total of 1 3  (see Table 
2); 
o Have participated in AOL processes as directed by the AOL committee and responded 
to assessment data pertaining to their courses. 
4) Criteria and Metrics for Evaluating Classroom Instruction 
The APT committee will assign points for each teaching criterion listed in Table 1 below. The 
numbers shown in Table 1 are the maximum points to be assigned to each criterion. Metrics for 
evaluating the criteria in Table 1 Are Found jn Appendix B. These metrics are intended to guide the 
APT committee in assigning actual points for each criterion, based on the committee's  review of the 
application dossier. 
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Table 1:  Criteria for evaluating classroom instruction. 
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5) Criteria and Metrics for Evaluating Extracurricular Engagement 
The APT committee will assign points for each extracurricular engagement criterion listed in Table 
2 below. The numbers shown in Table 2 are the maximum points to be assigned to each criterion. 
The metrics that follow Table 2 will guide the APT committee in assigning actual points for each 
criterion, based on the committee's review of the application dossier. Assessment of candidates 
undergoing their second year review will be based on the candidate's  first year in the SOBAE, with 
consideration given to assigned (but yet to be completed) second year activities. Candidates 
requesting contract renewals, tenure, and/or promotion will be evaluated primarily based on the 
previous five years, with consideration given to longer-term patterns of behavior when appropriate. 
Table 2: Criteria for evaluating extracurricular engagement. 
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School of Business Administration and Economics 
College at Brockport 
Guidelines for Contract Renewal, Continuing Appointment, and Promotion 
Appendix A 
Representative Journals of Excellence 
The journals of excellence lists are compiled by the School and will normally provide 
the basis for guidance for the candidate. The burden of proof for adding a journal to the 
listing of journals of excellence is on the candidate and if necessary the AP committee 
will arbitrate and make the final decision on the inclusion of a journal in this listing on 
behalf of the school. 
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Representative Journals of Excellence 
I .  A ranking of economics journals can be found at the web-site below: 
http://ideas.repec.org/top/top.joumals.all.html 
2. Journals for additional disciplinary areas are found on the next page: 
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Journal Name Mi§·t!UM Discipline ,o• :.l' t9\��ltt:'! 
!Accounting, Organizations and Society J?i.ifMi:'! .· · , ., :; . • ><'''"' ' 'f.i;/ .,;:Y. · •  < •· ,c; • Elitf! �.·�,;; :,,,,_ Ac:counting llrf'J.� ;. . ::i .•-. ;s. , .,. ,�;;;��''!. :.:ts 
!Contemporary Accounting Research 1:1�<� Accounting tJoumal'pfAccourrting and �conomics ·.�,·;.i'.:/of;�fi�Li.�E.i��1�li£tlt9'�.W · Elite· 8':,i��•.•.A@@tiri9c..._�4t1�{4jj�UJi:j8Jz� 
!Journal of Accounting Research Elite 
! 8eview ofAa:ol.lnting Studies p:,'·J:',;.;:;.:;GY:i!sil:)?.':' !The Accounting Review 
[Abacus ,.., �- }.':� 
!Accounting & Business Research !Accounting Horizons l!lrll · ''""""' : 
!Auditing: A Journal of Practice and Theory 
!Behavioral ResearchinAccounling �""'"4ir·•' \ 
!European Accounting Review Top Accounting !Journal of Accounting and Public Policy �-c,(;i(.Z:.i:J;t"': l;.;,':;r;�> :• ;;;,�:•T'•:; .. ,">;;- Top 1:)!�'1£� Ac:counting -·����J!':�;�.;;:,'�!:f;:;Xi;. ;�'ltf£! 
!Journal of Accounting Literature Top Accounting 
'Journal •. off.ccountirig,'Al.lditing and Rnan�···-·f:tJfti'{\':;1:·{iili,�i!Vti·I.it'\:r�W Top r-!.'liM!I .A.@i.lnting Jlillllllfll······ 
!Journal of Management Accounting Research [JoumaloftheAmerican Taxatioo Association IIIK . ;• ' ·  i Management Accounting Research 
[Accounting and Finance 'I' 
!Accounting Forum 
•Accounting, Auditing and Accountability Journal 
!Advances in Accounting 
'Asia-Pacific Journal ofAccounti!1Q and Economics t : �· .•1 · 
!British Accounting Review 
!B.ritish Tax Review • .!'iJ.i? 
'CPA Journal 
:Critical Perspectives on Accounting � : ''· 
!lntemationaiJournalofAccounting 
;lntemationaiJournalofAccounting Information Systems , 
!International Journal of Auditing 
! Issues in Accounting Education , 
)Journal of Accounting Education 
:Journal of Information Systems 
!Journal of International Accounting Research 
;JournaloflntemationaiAccounting, Auditing and Taxation t' · 
iNational Tax Journal iJournalofFinance "- -.; ; ��,.c�>·: . ;:. . 
!Journal of Financial and Quantitative Analysis 
iJoumal of Financial Economics r 
:Review of Rnancial Studies 
:FinanciaiAnalystsJoumal i Financial Management 
!Financial Review 
!Journal of Banking and Finance 
Top Accounting 
Preferred • ,.. " Accounting . '� }"· 
Preferred Accounting 
·.. . Preferred • i;, , Accounting 
Preferred Accounting 
Preferred ·�· · ..f' ACC()Untin� I 1:,\\Fi!�:f� • ·:'1 .'��;:,. ?',:.·. 
Preferred 
Preferred Accounting 
Preferred .)!;�;{ Accduniing 
Preferred Accounting 
Preferred F ·• : Accounting 
Preferred Accounting 
Preferred 
Preferred 
Preferred 
Preferred 
Accounting H' 
Accounting 
Accounting •  
Accounting 
. ..,., ,1" '7.Jillll!lli.lk::,\.:�')' preferred . W:fi[: f\cCountlnQ. ·�:§;.\:�B.�t1l���.t�!·:: {hi�:��ft;Ji�)}k�_t��  
Preferred 
Elite 
Elitl! 
Elite 
' �1. Top � 
Top 
Top • 
Top 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 1 · '"'''-*'• 
Finance 
Finance i 
Finance 
Finance :Journal of Business Finance and Accounting ,. 
!Journal of Corporate Finance Top Finance 
poumal of Empirical Fil)ance 111''llitlili::'i'i:lii .(I;. :;��}";�;��ali".ii:i::Lk:�:B::�Uf;,";l� Top f4i.[;i't.'-;t-li Fi11a� f;��Wi'llii\ii<,fl!YJ�"'\B:;Ut�§;);�t;'(!};S��'::J� 
iJoumalofFinanciallntermediation Finance 
i Journal of Financial Markets · ,;::<'J',YJI!:;·,,;,,;t:::, ·i.'f, tllo'-':;v::r�::�::•:'.,J�(ii!i:'\i' !Journal of Financial Research 
!Journaloflntemational Money and Finance l 
!Review of Finance 
:Review of Quantitative Finance and Accounting I European Financial Management 
!European Journal of Finance •  .. . ;. 
!Financial Markets, Institutions and Instruments !Global FinanceJpumal D && _ _  .L'v_,,;:�,j:�-�; - �,�, · 
! International Journal of Firi01rr� �  �mi� ! International Review of Economics and Rnance II:'>> ·. · .fZl!!t:;;' 
! International Review of Rnance 
i International Review of Financial Analysis 
!Journal of Applied Corporate Finance 
:Journal of Derivatives 
!Journal of Financial Services Research . !JournalofFuturesMarkets • · · '' . . : ::.. • , . · 
Top 
Top 
Top 
Top .. 
Preferred 
Preferred . ll\'" · 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Preferred Finance 
Preferred Finance 
Preferred., w.""l/; 
Preferred Finance 
Preferred "' . Finance ... ,,.,." ... .,.,,, .· Preferred 
Preferred 
Preferred 
Preferred , 
Finance 
Finance !!"· 
Finance 
jJoumal of International Finandal Markets, Institutions and M?ney Preferred Finance 
tJournalofMultinational Financial Manag�ment IIIW .. : :· .·· .i·.�·?·'ft::t 18:;?'.'L".c.,;.� ·rr,� . Preferred � , Finance ���\li:\<2�$'�3::1fl}i}'f:i.'!C�1h·'i�1:'£�'. 
!Journal of Portfolio Management Preferred Finance 
!Journal of Risk .and lnsura11ce·. ,-;.:,,1"::;.'1:\��t::};:]0't;::'�;'!;!4};�}�\\) � .;t.!f�(�";;�.i':ij,i� Preferred Fillmco�JI:;�:;�?lSr�C.:?�;� �-f���'�;�;}.�� 1 Pacific-Basin Finance Journal . . .. . . . Preferred Finance !Quarterly. ReviewofEconomi.csandFinance ._,; · {'Xi; :.i <, I Review of Finandal Economics Preferred Finance 
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i.Jo\Jrlal of International Business Sllldies Elite International Business 
!BritishJournalofManagemE!nt - · · : ·t. :• .• · .. ,::•.::,.:•_, Top r :;.· :  · >  lnternationa!Business 
!corporate Governance: An International Review Top International Business 
fJ�eni�o6_ctl �,Y§in�-R�i�' lllit�� h� t��!J��-�}_::Lf!ilt� ��;f®;lJ!.�.;���-. J"_op :E.t·r�: , int�rn_Sti9riij_IB�#.ine�� --�;�f:ri1ts��I::�?£!��;>� t.�};:t�-�-;�n1{�::�ii�ig!� ! International Marketing Review Top International Business IUoUmal6fV\Io.i1i:l BUSi� . .. lld'k"� ��� ��� Ti ll '-�� �: tntemation�I Business ;�f-t,�t·;,':tt,;>,;�:�)(t��itli�';"S 
jMa�agement International Review · 
• ·' 
_ 
_ _ _ - �- r�p .. · • · ·- 'tnternatio�atBusin�ss _
·_
.. _ _ _
�
� 
• ·" 
· ·--·-� 
· -�·-· 
!Asia PaCific BusineSs Review 'A"'"'� ll.;J'"l'.'' .:i'� Preferred 1\:C�J· lnternatiOn�l Business_ JJ;};;·y, :£-�tratr :>�;;;•;.;,;:: •::•:.::,:;:f'' :t� �'1: 
!Asia Pacific Journal of Management Preferred International Business 
!China EconooicReview J ·<;,f11}l:.--'>.t· · '•"ilfir Preferred 1;:, ·;:·· International Business t · '-""·:·'i<{f'·"· · .. · ''<? ;·· · · •  · 
!China Quarterly Preferred International Business 
!European Business Review �;: ·. Preferred International Business ¥> ·• .. ,._,. ! Europe-Asia Studies Preferred International Business 
!lnteniationlll Journal of ManagE!ment Reviews -�� }}:.-:�7'�0; :1f"•M" Preferred l'J.y, lntematkln'!IBusiness t>?�?';1�:,;"ii_�:1:::;�;\.:·, "?•:: 
ilnternational Studies of Management& Organization Preferred International Business 
[J!Jijfu�l.()fgprrim��J�ilfk� StiJ�I� ·-�-� ,Ht'lllta  !'referred 'fl'if lnternationaiBusin'!ss a.;,W;��·-·flllllllll.illlllllll� 
!Joumal oflntemational Finandal ManagementandAccounting Preferred International Business 
!Joi,niaioflnternatlOnai Management r,J'�t �2iilij<'!;�-5�'s� , Preferred · !D?'r tnternationat Business '�"'> ' ,,. __ •::-:c: .;·o.·y'r:,;; ;"';(,;�C' ·(�'r';;:�, 7·· 
]Journal of World Trade Preferred · International Business 
IScaildinavianJaurrial of Management a. �>\",ftf�:S .; ' .:;. :.�,i;j@,.."'''1 ·'·'� . PreferrEid ��· lnterriiltional Business } ,,.,:·.�·!ifff.-
iThunderbird lntemational Business Review Preferred International Business 
!Transnational Corporations --�:;�if� ;. � :.·:�.:":.·� :.::.. ·"'· "' . 1a. Preferred ·;.: , International Business 1. ,. ;i·��; - 1:•., .,,���'.>;:, '-.::a '· JAcademy of Management Journal IJ' . : \!; :: ' �,� �!jl;;_-:_:;,;.: �:�c:;�:;i- ''i:" ''.[2;�; Elite Jl'l"';.· Management (including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) 
iAcademy of Management Review Elite Management (ncluding OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) 
,Ad(ilinistralive . Sci_en� QuarterlY �<.:.i!�&:JV:0� !)£1f,; ·•;,1:;;�.\ .: ,�,,�:-� ,  ::;:,�; .;+<::: (:lite k.;-j,,: :k. Management (includinlj OB, Ethics arid f:ntrepreneurship) 
!Joumal of Applied Psychology Elite Management (including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) 
j.Jo�rrial Of P�rsOrj�litY anp.$ocial i?sycl'l<liQQY�-1f::��;;z�t�l::; -'�:;i Elite -�:�::. Management (i&;iudinll OB,. Ethibs a1d ,Entiep(iln!lurshipi · �C0lilt� 
!Organization Science Elite Management (including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) !Personnel Ps)'cho!ogy J!> Elite MailaQement (iricluding OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) t 
:'Psychological Bulletin Elite Management (including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) 
1 Strategic ManagementJournal . , .. ,_. ,, ., :\.;> ·.·�\�.l r• · ... t. , ,  Elite > Management (including OB, Ethics and Enirepreneurship) •, · 
iAcaderTly of Management Learning and Education Top Management (including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) 
[Academy of Management Perspectives f.:i :c �'>('·"''· i'' :"• · Top Management (including OB, Ethics a-Id Entrepreneurship) ' 
iAmerican Sociological Review Top Management (Including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) 
!California Management Review J!!lll\.. ::.. ,�;;f•('f,;,:;�: '.;( ;.J .. 2 · x , Top Management (including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) f . · . 
iEntrepreneurship Theory and Practice Top Management (including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) ��=��=��eview:IIJIIIIIII llh���!;��J:-�:\'V:Ch��;�f:t�:=i'�S �: �,i�.;�t �:::::�:�::  �=: �;�: = �::::�:���:�� Will 
!Journal ofBusiness Etllics · �,�,;;��-:�\? .(::%�- Top pt(':.�,·��·.!-\ MallaQ'ernent (including OB, EthicS and Entrepreneurship) t:f> .i. ''ij 
JoumalofBusinessResearch Top Management (including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) 
[Journal Of Business Vei11uiing . 1- i.d: ;,;�'::'o,:S' : ·:t;���·�� ',>,',:�:�F'�-;:-:»r�. ,, r(ji'. \ }'::' Top J;c-; ::: .. _,: Management (including OB.- EthicS and Entrepreneurship) J • , :  
;JOimSI of Management Top Management (including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) 
;Jourmil of Management Studies · to.:.: .·:<: ,. . · '''" . :·. • Top . Management (including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) 
'Joumal of OrganizatiOnal Behavior Top Management (including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) 
[JoumalofProductlnnovation Management If• -�._-- •.'1�·:·.:.:.� . , .:" :-�,s. : Top .\· , Management (including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) ' " 
lleaderstip Quarterly · Top Management (ncluding OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) 
!Orgarizatidr!;stu:lies �;:":'[!�;;;( : <  '. <'di.'r;"'�;ii;[f:;i:,' : ''�;!�?"�:;T>:;;,;o;,:•.�.':�:·S;"'�·;• r;;_;;. Top �!iN>'��·� Management (ir)cluding OB,. Ethics ·a,!l Entrepreneurship) t; . ·. 
!Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes Top Management (Including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) 
/Pe�ality�nd�i�I Ps)'cholagyBull��n .�"�C:L('�-;�$�&'�4:1i:•roll-·Mi:t;l3]•·Manalll'riieni<.triCiudin� Ot;l,:Etl'iibsa1d �nliepteneurship) 
[Personality and Social Psychology Review Top Management (including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) 
!Sloan Management RevieW �r-::·i:2t�;;:(:���{·:�::?t:;;!-il:l.:i"';ry•;;1�{"'·'Top ''"'"fi' -::�:. Management (ii1duding OB, Ethics and Erit\'ej)reneurship) �<< ' 
!Strategic Entrepreneurship Joumal Top Management (including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) 
!American Behavioral Scientist r;- · • , · · X<�·�:i'• Preferred • ' Management (including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) t·: 
!Business & Society Preferred Management (including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) 
:Business Ethics Quarterly lit •;- •  , '•-,_ ' ··,._.<:• .. �_-;;;;'·' '� :· ,: ). ·. , .,;. '"'��;;.; Preferred . .  i · Management (iricluding OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) �-- . ·' 
jBusiness Elhics: A European Review Preferred Management (iricluding OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) 
:Business Horizons Preferred t �,, Management (including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurshlp) 1 • I Business Strategy and the Environment Preferred Management (including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) 
fC::r,ea�vity� r'chJin,rna! 1 1 � ,,.��t"J:;:'k:.,;., �\1 1':�� Preferred'�;, Mai)Sgement;(including OB., �thiC5_a:)(! Eiitreprerieurship) . tt;§ 
iEurqlean management Jo1 \' Preferred Management (ncluding OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) 
jGroup and Organiiatioll Mi!nagement�;Jf1.f:·l!i�·5"&i�:�::;;�:i.;"'-;, Preferred . &(:'J;; Management (including OB, EthicS lind Entrepreneurship) f' 'F', ��· 
!Group Decision and Negotiation Preferred Management (including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) 
!Industry and Innovation �.- -' :;,,,-��.:•·.'•'•.;.<f;_,,, ' ·: ,,;.. · . >: · ,. : .:·.;;;�; · ""'  Preferred " · · Management (including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) ii 
I International Small Business Journal Preferred Management (Including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) 
!Journal of Applied Behavioral Sdence '-"· ,,._ . ; .. \:: ' 1  . -._,. Preferred Management (llicluding OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) 
iJoumal of Business and Psychology _ •• · ·• Preferred Management (including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) 
iJOumal of Creative Behavior ���j.: · '!: Preferred ):;!),:-. Management (including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) r·: . ; 
lJoumalofManagementlnquiry · Preferred Management (Including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) 
[JolJiial of Manil91ffial Psychology �;;;,i.';17;.:�;;;>:>f&'i�i\·::C:;�,it.:i..':'.>.&;;i��-'$:'.i; Preferred - Management (inCiu�ing OB, Etllics, and Entrepreneurs�ip)_ J; 1;! 
1 Joumal ()fOa:upation�l and Organizational Psychol!lgy . _ _ _ . . _. . . . Pr�erred _ _ Management (including OB, Ethics_and Entrepreneurship) i�ociinatofQrgarilzational Behavior·Marage�ilt �'l£�-r,.t;-�,1- .Preferred. �,;;, M.<!l11llll'me(11 (including OB., .Ethics �d-.!=ntrepreneurship) 'lri���i'; !Joumal of Small Business Management Preferred Management (including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) !tong Range planning .:l::'�\':f�i;�;i� '!;Jj�'�;;-'1e�z.;�i:."(-:;:;)c:'i-;;:�;�i"�)'�-�--"��!t'r.:W•��---7f: ;� � t.: Preferred Jt; ·' · Management (rickJding OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) ,..,..;.i'• c· • 
!Management Decision 
· 
·- ·· · · Preferred Managemeni (including OB, Eihics and Entrepreneurship) 
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! Organization t ,, , ; .·..... .. ::'•i:' >�>.;'"' · Pref11rred • �···� Management (including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) '' · 
!organization and Environment Preferred Management (including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) 
[Organizational Dynamics 1 Management.(incluqing OB, Ethics !Ill� Entrepreneurship) 1 
!R&D Management . Preferred Management(including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) iR�rch Io.Organi:zatio(lal Bellaviort;%:.;r:r;R:,.li'!·2r·•::j���;E;1(G�;�· �!f7M1��� Wi!�\;i!t . f'[et!!rted Ill Man�gE!ment (including.OB, Eihics and· Entr!Jpren�urs�ip) · Jii:'s1rC '!I 
!Small Business Economics Preferred Management (including OB, Ethics and Entrepreneurship) 
iTec:hno\Jation ·r,,.�if!X· ·�; ·',·;: tifL{f1%1!.;�,'J!':�i P(et�rted • •.fv1anagE!inent(incl�clii1�0B, 'EthicS and. Enfrepren�urship)' •;"!'l¥lW 
jJoumal of Consumer Research Elite Marketing (including New Media Marketing) 
!JoumalofMarketing �ii.;; . • J:·.,. · Elite. lr!;d•->;;':'i'; Marketing (including New Media Marketing) J · 
!Journal of Marketing Research Elite Marketing (including New Media Marketing) 
iJoumal of Retailing 11 � · Elite , Marketing (including New Media Marketing) 
!Marketing Science Elite Marketing (including New Media Marketing) 
'European Journal of Marketing • l .• Marketing (including New Media Marketing) , 
! Industrial Marketing Management Top Marketing (including New Media Marketing) 
[lrlternationaiJourrialofResearchin Mar{<eting .. i:£ED;,;�:..:;,�i'}}{it;;,j\� ,;f:�� To1J �:;B�IP'J' Marketing (including N� Media Marketing)· -i.' ·:;' · 
iJoumal of Advertising Top Marketing (including New Media Marketing) 
!Journal of Advertising Research· �?ZiEI%f��,it;��]��S'&!o.l:d [ ��;;:�:;_ T9P .• � M�rke\ir\g (includir)g • New Medialv1ar�!lting) •• �tii:';J;f'l!t,i·. 
!Journal of Consumer Psychology Top Marketing (including New Media Marketing) 
Journal of International Marketing � �: ·� • l{ .:: >·.,!{?� > .. :;;• :;:: 'l..'0f.'lf•:,.?""'�:·E. Top P'� Marketing (including New. Media Marketing) p.; •· .' · · · · •  •, 
!Journal of Personal Selling and Sales Management Top Marketing (including New Media Marketing) 
Journal of Service Research · •1. .. , "· Top Ill'.(?'!! �  Marketing (including New Media Marketing) 
iJournaloftheAcademyofMarketingScience Top Marketing (including New Media Marketing) 
•Marketing letters 1!1111 ··•!; ·!'• . ,  Top �'- ;,·, :. Marketing (including New Media Marketing) 
!Psychology and Marketing Top Marketing (including New Media Marketing) 
'AdvancesinConsumerResearch Preferre�. JJ\t;;. Marketing (including !'Jew Media Marketing) I· !.· " 
!Consumption, Markets and Culture Preferred Marketing (including New Media Marketing) 
'lnternationa.I�C)umalofAdvertising �!·� ),;;.Fj,i/J;;�J;;��fJ.� �!-Jii!ll· Pteterrec:l -�· t.narketing (inCluding N!lw llillldia. M.arketin�) �;;:;;;:{ ·•:,�'<?.:: 
· International Journal of Market Research Preferred Marketing (including New Media Marketing) 
JournaloflnteractiveAdvertising V.·� · •· Preferred ••• Marketing (including New Media Marketing) t •  :?;:�.·;;:!' � 
;JournaloflnteractiveMarketing Preferred Marketing (including New Media Marketing) 
JournalofMacromarketing Preferred t",il)c Marketing (including New Media Marketing) 
'Journal of Marketing Communications Preferred Marketing (including New Media Marketing) 
JournalofMarketingEducation . Preferred Marketing (including New Media Marketing) , 
, JournalofMarketing Management Preferred Marketing (including New Media Marketing) 
·JournalofPublicPolicyandMarkeling .,;,/ilfi,'l,{!j-,AI,, '(J, .... i Preferred l · •• Marketing (including New Media Marketing) 
...
.
. .
. 
[Journal of Services Marketing Preferred Marketing (including New Media Marketing) iJournalofStrategicMarketing •• l.,,·;£:(; '' • ,.,Jiii:';.{ifi,i:�:,;,:,:;; ·�·:.�;;;;;,���i�'Jiki.�;di Preferr�d •B•· .t.narketing' (including NeV{ Media ,Marketing) · �;}i�:\c;; ;,.�"':�,;/�� 
\llatketing Education Review Preferred Marketing (including New Media Marketing) 
.Marketing Theory • '•: - '' •: \' , . • · i:i�}i't.,�f:&.f,:;,: �1Jf,:;;;r,.y��('L-lc:�,·;�� Prefern!d • Marketing Qnc;luding N.eYI Media Marketing) ���;:;" •;:.: ·.!:rsc:.� 
, Quantitative Marketing and Economics Preferred Marketing (including New Media Marketing) 
Information Systems Research I < •ic'" ··· ,•· :·'·· . " · · Elite l;'.:''''· �;, . MIS(including Digitai Business) • · ,. • . .  ;:,; 
iJoumal· of Management Information Systems Elite MIS (including Digital Business) 
, MIS  Quarterly 111. ·•r Elite !i? !·i:r; MIS(including Digitai Business) 
ACM Transactions on lnfomnation Systems Top MIS (including Digital Business) 
'Communications of the ACM Top ,. 'J.�,�,·;.: MIS(including DigitaiBusiness) r�:• · ·  
:Decision Support Systenns Top MIS (including Digital Business) 
E;uropean Journal of I nforrnation Systems J·>} \ ·. , ''i'c;:!· ;: 'if'" J'(i{•·� l'tll'r%::1;�.1,', Top. ,;;;.-;;: MIS (inCluding Digital Business) �'l\ :. ' :;, ;:,,,, .J ,.� 
i Information & Management Top MIS (including Digital Business) 
l lnforml:)lion.,and :·Organization· ,·�; ��;-.. �,;:�� · ·:•;:.;it.::;:;r1;1;:;i;:;�,�1!rf·nz�,·;;ff:'�!�' · Top �?-r;;; .• MIS (ihcluding bigitai Bllsiness)· '' '1;i!f"''•'·'i.';�;J·•"'v 
: Information Systems Journal Top MIS (including Digital Business) 
' International Journal of Electronic Commerce ·�·· ·•·:.> .< . ,, . ,  ::y : Top •  ,:;�.�: ;:; . MIS(including Digitai Buainess) ;;; · !.>'�;;; J · ' i , · 
[ International Journal of Human-Computer Studies Top MIS (including Digital Business) 
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This appendix provides metrics and guidance to candidates and the APT committee concerning 
criteria for evaluation of classroom teaching and extracurricular engagement. For convenience, the 
tables listing these criteria are repeated below: 
Table 1 :  Criteria for evaluating classroom instruction. 
Table 2: Criteria for evaluating extracurricular engagement. 
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Metrics and Guidance Related to Classroom Instruction Criteria 
1) Teaching Evaluations: The campus-approved evaluation instrument will be used. For the 
second year review, all evaluation scores from the previous year will be used. For the fifth year 
review and beyond, scores from the previous 3 years will be used. 
The following scheme will be used to assign points to this criterion: Points shall be awarded 
for lAS scores below 2.25 only if it is clear to the committee that the candidate has made 
substantive and sustained efforts to improve lAS results. The candidate's  narrative must be 
explicit and substantiated in this regard. Candidates for promotion to professor receive 0 points 
for an lAS average below 2.25. 
Points Assigned: Teaching Evaluations 
lAS Average, Second Year Review Fifth Year Review and Beyond 
Q3&4 
0.00-0.50 20 60 
0.5 1 -0.75 19 59 
0.76-1 .00 1 8  57 
1 .01-1 .25 17 55 
1 .25-1 .50 16  53 
1 .5 1 - 1 .75 15  50 
1 .75-2.00 14 46 
2.01-2. 10 12 40 
2. 1 0-2.25 10  3 5  
2.26-2.50 8 20 
2.5 1 -2.75 4 0 
Below 2.75 0 0 
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2) Evidence of Rigor: The APT committee will make an assessment, concerning the rigor ofthe 
candidate's courses, based on the dossier narrative provided by the candidate. The narrative 
should be supported by data and artifacts, for example: 
• Exams, assignments, projects, etc. 
• Grading rubrics 
• lAS results pertaining to "time spent outside of class". 
• lAS Supplemental questions 32-34. 
• Results for lAS question 6 (Amount learned compared to other courses) 
• Reference to rigor (or similar constructs) in student testimonials or other supplemental 
student feedback instruments 
Points will be assigned for rigor as follows: 
stn Year 
2nd Year Review & 
Metrics: Evidence of Rigor Review Beyond 
Points Points 
Dossier suggests substantial rigor for all courses taught 7 1 4  
Dossier suggests substantial rigor for some courses taught . 5 1 0  
Some evidence of rigor provided 3 7 
No evidence of rigor provided 0 0 
3) Professionalism and Quality of Classroom Materials: The APT committee will make an 
assessment concerning the degree to which a) the materials distributed in a course (syllabi, 
exams, notes, assignments) have a professional "look and feel", arid b) degree to which the 
contents of materials are appropriate given their intended use. The APT committee will 
evaluate both aspects and assign a score for each. The overall score assigned to criteria 4 is the 
sum of the two components. 
a) "Look and Feel" metrics: Materials that have a profession "look and feel" portray 
a sense of organization and are laid out well in terms of alignment and spacing, 
having a professional look. They are easy to read in terms of font style and size and 
not riddled with typos and spelling mistakes . .  
stn Year 
2nd Review & 
Metrics: "Look and Feel" of Course Materials Year Beyond 
Review Points 
Points 
Virtually all course materials have a professional "look and feel." 2 3 
Most course materials have a professional "look and feel." 1 2 
Many course materials lack a professional "look and feel." 0 0 
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b) Content metrics: The committee will assess the degree to which the content of 
course material is consistent with their intended use. For example, exams and 
projects require clear instructions, and expectations for deliverables should be clear 
(e.g. form, format, length, due dates, etc.). 
Course syllabi must include: 
• Course name and number. 
• Instructor contact information and office location. 
• Office hours: days and times ( 4 hour minimum) 
• Course prerequisites (if applicable) and other preparatory requirements 
• Required textbooks and course materials to be procured by student. 
• Course objectives (consistent with course guides). 
• Tentative schedule of topics to be covered. 
• Clear and objective grading policy, including a delineation of primary components of 
final grade (e.g. exams, quizzes, projects, homework, etc.) 
• Policies on late work, attendance, makeup exams, and associated penalties. 
• Policy on academic dishonesty and associated penalties. 
• _ Various college policies as distributed by the Department Secretary (or URL reference) 
stn Year 2nd Review & 
Metrics: Content of Course Materials Year Beyond 
Review Points 
Points 
Content of course materials highly appropriate to purpose. 2 3 
Content of most materials appropriate to purpose. 1 2 
Significant content issues in important course materials. 0 0 
4) Professionalism of Interaction with Students: The APT committee will make an assessment 
concerning the degree to which instructor behaves as a professional when interacting with 
students in the classroom. The assessment should be based (in part) on the narrative provided 
by the candidate and also on: 
• lAS Supplemental question 25-3 1 .  
• Results for lAS question 8 (Use of class time) 
• Reference to professionalism in student testimonials or other supplemental student feedback 
instruments 
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Points will be assigned for rigor as follows: 
stn Year 2nd Year Review & 
Metrics: Professionalism of Interaction with Students Review Beyond 
Points Points 
Data suggests candidate acts very professionally in the classroom 3 3 
Some/minor lapses in professionalism apparent 2 1 
Serious lapses in professional behavior of candidate 0 0 
5) Student Engagement in the Classroom: The APT committee will make an assessment 
concerning the degree to which the candidate's  courses actively engage students in learning. 
This assessment will be based on dossier narrative provided by the candidate and supporting 
artifacts. 
Per the 201 3  AACSB curriculum standard 1 3, "For any teaching and learning model employed, 
students give the appropriate attention and dedication to the learning materials and maintain 
their engagement with these materials even when challenged by difficult learning activities." 
and "For any teaching and learning model employed, degree program curricula include 
approaches that actively engage students in learning. Many pedagogical approaches are suitable 
for challenging students in this way-problem-based learning, projects, simulations, etc." 
As such, the candidate is obliged to discuss 1 )  how they ensure that students are engaged with 
course materials, e.g. 1 )  how do they ensure that students do the assigned reading, and 2) how 
their pedagogy and/or course assignments actively engage the students in learning. Candidates 
should support their narrative by referring to artifacts in the application dossier. The APT 
committee should also consider results from the classroom visitation and lAS supplemental 
question 3 1 .  
Points for course-based (in class) student engagement will be assigned as follows: 
stn Year 2nd Year Review & 
Metrics: Student Engagement In The Classroom Review Beyond 
Points Points 
Dossier suggests substantial engagement for all courses taught 4 7 
Dossier suggests substantial engagement for some courses taught 3 4 
Dossier suggests some evidence of engagement 2 2 
Little or no evidence of engagement provided 0 0 
3 8  
6) Contribution to business skills development: The APT committee will make an assessment, 
concerning the degree to which the candidate makes contributions to developing key skills that 
transcend the subject matter being taught. These include written communication skills, 
presentation and oral communication skills, computer skills, critical thinking skills, persuasive 
argument skills, and research skills. In particular, this evaluation should recognize faculty that 
"teach" the skill and/or provide constructive and formative feedback on a skill, as opposed to 
simply assigning work that requires the skill. The assessment will be based on the dossier 
narrative provided by the candidate, which must be supported by data and artifacts. In addition 
to exams, assignments, projects, examples of artifacts might include: 
• Exemplars provided by faculty as models to be emulated by students. 
• Notes or PowerPoint slides instructing students how to improve their skills. 
• Grading rubrics that include developmental feedback related to business skills. 
• lAS Supplemental question 33-34. 
• Results for lAS question 1 1  (Diagnostic feedback to identify and correct student 
weaknesses) 
• Reference to development of professional skills in student testimonials or other 
supplemental student feedback instruments 
Points will be assigned for business skill development as follows: 
stn Year 
2nd Year Review & 
Metrics: Development of Business Skills Review Beyond 
Points Points 
Dossier suggests significant efforts to improve several skills 7 14  
Dossier suggests substantial efforts to improve 1 or 2 skills 4 1 0  
Some evidence of effort to develop skills 2 7 
No evidence of skill development provided 0 0 
7) Availability to Students and Engagement Outside Of Class (course related): This criterion 
refers to extra-curricular engagement that pertains directly to courses being taught by the 
candidate. The assessment will be based on the dossier narrative provided by the candidate; the 
candidate should support the narrative with data and artifacts. Examples of class-related extra­
curricular engagement include: 
• Extra office hours above the four hours required (as documented by syllabi or in other 
communication to students and advisees). 
• Extra-curricular study/review sessions or scheduled laboratory hours. 
• Field trips associated with classes being taught. 
• Activities requiring extracurricular interaction or events, e.g., service learning. 
• Results of lAS question 1 3 .  
• Reference to extra-curricular support in student testimonials or other supplemental student 
feedback instruments 
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p . £ l d omts or course-re ate . I ·n b extra-cumcu ar engagement w1 
Metrics: Availability/ engagement outside of class 
Dossier suggests significant extra-curricular engagement 
Dossier suggests some efforts above standard office hours 
Faculty holds required four hours of office hours per week 
APT Committee has concerns over availability of faculty 
e asstgne d £ 11 as o ows: 
stn Year 
2nd Year Review & 
Review Beyond 
Points Points 
3 5 
2 3 
I 2 
0 0 
8) Supports and Responds to AOL processes: The APT committee will make an assessment 
concerning the degree to which the candidate participates, as directed, in the Schools' AOL 
processes and demonstrates responsiveness to pertinent AOL results. Participation may occur 
through classroom activities and exercises as directed by the AOL committee, assisting (as a 
volunteer) with the evaluation of student presentations and written work, or service on the AOL 
committee. The assessment should be based on the narrative provided by the candidate, 
detailing their role in AOL processes and responses to AOL data, and supported by copies of 
written directives from the AOL committee related to courses taught by the candidate, or 
requests for AOL-related action and/or participation in a supportive role, e.g. evaluating of 
student presentations outside of one's own classes. The candidate's  annual report(s) may also 
provide documentation. 
Points will be assigned for participation in the AOL process per the exhibit below. Note: If a 
candidate for 5th year review and beyond can demonstrate that AOL data collected over the 
previous five years does not pertain to any of their classes, then they have, for intents and 
purposes, demonstrated responsiveness to pertinent AOL results. 
stn Year 
2nd Year Review & 
Metrics: Supports and Responds to AOL Process Review Beyond 
Points Points 
Candidate actively supports processes and demonstrates N/A 1 0  
responsiveness to pertinent AOL data. 
Candidate participates as directed in process or shows 2 5 
responsive to pertinent data 
Serious lapses in candidate's  participation, based on directives 0 0 
9) Demonstrates continuous improvement in courses: The APT committee will make an 
assessment, concerning the degree to which the candidate makes attempts to improve their 
courses over time. Improvements can be demonstrated in myriad facets of the course including 
(but not limited to) student learning, student perceptions of course quality and instructor 
effectiveness, quality or clarity of course materials, effectiveness of pedagogy, development of 
skills, and/or rapport and engagement with students, etc. However, candidates must explicitly 
address continuous improvement as it pertains to any teaching-related concerns expressed by 
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the Department Chair in the last three annual reports. The committee's assessment of 
continuous improvement will be based on the dossier narrative provided by the candidate, 
which must be supported by data and artifacts, for example: 
• Comparison of current versions of syllabi, exams, projects, and/or note sets with earlier 
versions. 
• Improvement in lAS results. 
• Reflective statements on the candidate's annual report(s) describing changes made to a 
course. 
Points will be assigned for continuous improvement in courses as follows: 
5th Year 
2nd Year Review & 
I Metrics (continuous improvement in courses) Review .Beyond Points 
Dossier suggests ongoing efforts to improve all courses 3 
Dossier ongoing efforts to improve some courses 2 
Some evidence of course improvements 1 
No evidence of continuous improvement provided 0 
1 0) Classroom Visitation: Points assigned per visitation rubric; average total score of all 
reviewers. See Appendix D for the visitation rubric. 
• For the 2nd year review, points assigned = Y2 of average rubric score. 
• For the 5th year review and beyond, points assigned = average rubric score. 
Points 
5 
3 
2 •  
0 
1 1 ) Demonstrates innovation and creativity: The APT committee will make an assessment, 
concerning the degree to which the candidate demonstrates innovation and creativity in the 
course of fulfilling their teaching obligations. The committee's assessment will be based on the 
dossier narrative provided by the candidate, which must be supported by data and artifacts. 
Evidence might include (but is not limited to): 
• Description of new approaches to teaching a subject. 
• Pedagogical publications describing novel or innovative approaches to teaching. 
• Integration of service learning activities into a course. 
• Development of cases and projects or development of variants of existing cases/projects. 
• Development of a new course. 
• Reflective statements on the candidate's annual report(s) describing innovations. 
• Student testimonials or other supplemental student feedback instruments referencing novel 
approaches by the instructor. 
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Points will be assigned for innovation and creativity in teaching as follows: 
stn Year 2nd Year Review & 
Metrics (Innovation and Creativity) Review Beyond 
Points Points 
Dossier suggests high level, on-going, creativity and innovation. N/A 1 0  
Dossier suggests periodic innovations over time. N/A 7 
Limited evidence of innovation and creativity provided. N/A 4 
No evidence of innovation and creativity provided. N/A 0 
12) On-gong professional development: The APT committee will make an assessment, 
concerning the degree to which the candidate demonstrates commitment to maintaining their 
expertise in areas related to the courses that they teach and/or improving teaching methods. 
The committee's  assessment will be based on the dossier narrative provided by the candidate, 
which must be supported by data and artifacts. The documentation of development activities 
form, completed on an annual basis as part of the annual reporting process, is a key artifact. 
Evidence of professional development pertaining to instruction might include (but is not limited 
to): 
• Conference attendance. 
• Attendance at CELT and other on-campus workshops. 
• Attendance at School of Business Brownbag presentations related to topics taught. 
• Attendance at off-campus teaching or subject matter workshops and training venues. 
• Course registrations, degrees or certifications earned. 
• Consulting or professional experience related to areas of instruction. 
• Related documentation on the candidate's annual report. 
• Sabbatical reports. 
Points will be assigned for professional development in teaching as follows· 5tn Year 2nd Year Review & 
Metrics (Professional development Related to Teaching) Review Beyond 
Points Points 
Dossier suggests high level, on-going, professional development. . N/A 5 
Dossier suggests periodic professional development efforts. N/A 3 
Limited evidence of substantive professional development. N/A 2 
No evidence of professional development related to teaching. N/A 0 
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Metrics and Guidance Related to Extracurricular Engagement Criteria 
1 )  Advisement: The following scheme will be used to assign points to this criterion: 
A) Second year review; 4 points max: 
Metrics (add up points earned in both categories below) Points 
1 Attended advisement training 2 2 Sat in on advisement sessions 2 
B) Fifth year review and beyond; 15  points max: 
Metrics (add up points earned in the six categories below) Points 
1 Carries standard advisement load as assigned. Contacts students 4 
i prior to advisement period to convey advisement system and 
I expectations for advisees. Narrative in dossier suggests non-cursory review of student progress to date. 
1 2 Routinely adds office hours during first three weeks of advisement 0-3 i period (1 point per hour added, 3 points max) 3 Narrative describes robust record keeping system 2 ! 4 Carries additional advisees due to APS sections 1 point per APS section 
5 Nominated for campus advisement award 2 or more times 2 
2) Participation in Student Club Events: The APT committee will make an assessment, 
concerning the frequency with which the candidate participates in events sponsored by School 
of Business student clubs. It is up to the candidate to provide a specific description of events 
and dates. Forms of documentation include records maintained via the annual report or 
memorandum from club advisors. (Note: Faculty that frequently serve as club advisors or 
officers will normally receive the majority of these points) 
Points will be assigned for participation as follows: 
stn Year 
2nd Year Review & 
Metrics (participation in student club events) Review Beyond 
Points Points 
Typically attends three or more club events per year 2 3 
Typically attends at least one club event per year 1 1 
Does not attend club events 0 0 
3) Student Club Advisor (or co-adviser): The APT committee will make an assessment, 
concerning the contributions of the candidate in the role of student club advisor. The candidate 
narrative must describe their role as a club advisor, related activities and obligations, and give 
some indication ofthe amount of time expended in this regard. Points should only be awarded 
in cases where the club in question was active and meeting regularly during the time period 
under review. 
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The following scheme will be used to assign points to this criterion: 
A) Second year review; 1 points max: 
Metrics (club advisor, new faculty) Points 
Dossier suggests candidate was an active, engaged club advisor 1 
Not a club advisor 0 
B) Fifth year review and beyond; 2 points max: 
Metrics (club advisor, stn year review and beyond) Points 
Candidate was an engaged club advisor at least twice in the last 5 years 2 
Candidate was an engaged club advisor at least once in the last 5 years 1 
Not a club advisor during last five years 0 
4) Participation in Student Honors Society: The APT committee will make an assessment, 
concerning the contributions of the candidate in supporting student honor societies (School of 
Business or Campus-wide). The candidate narrative must describe their support of the honor 
society (e.g. officer, event participant, or other), related activities and obligations, and give 
some indication ofthe amount of time expended in this regard. The following scheme will be 
used to assign points to this criterion: 
A) Second year review; 1 points max: 
Metrics (Honor Society Participation, new faculty) Points 
Candidate was an officer or participant in honor society events 2 
Not involved in honor societies 0 
B) Fifth year review and beyond; 2 points max: 
Metrics (club advisor, stn year review and beyond) Points 
Was an honor society officer at least once in the last five years 2 
Candidate attended/participated at least 2 honor society event(s) 1 
Not involved in honor societies during last five years 0 
5) Supervised honors thesis: The APT committee will make an assessment, concerning the 
contributions of the candidate, in supporting a McNair student or a student writing their honors 
thesis. The candidate narrative must describe their support of the student, related activities and 
obligations (e.g. training, scholar's day or other student conference), and give some indication 
of the amount of time expended in this regard. The following scheme will be used to assign 
points to this criterion: 
A) Second year review; 1 points max: 
Metrics (Honor Thesis I McNair Support, first year faculty) Points 
Candidate supervised an honors thesis or had a McNair mentor 2 
Candidate did not supervise an honors thesis or have a MeN air mentor 0 
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B) Fifth year review and beyond; 5 points max: 
Metrics (Honor Thesis I McNair Support, stn year review and beyond) Points 
Candidate supported at least 3 students in the last five years 5 
Candidate supported at least one student in the last five years 2 
Did not support any Honors or McNair students in last three years 0 
6) Directs Independent and/or Directed Studies: The APT committee will make an 
assessment, concerning the contributions of the candidate with regard to supporting Directed or 
Independent studies. The candidate narrative must describe their support of the student(s) as 
well as related activities and obligations, and give some indication of the amount of time 
expended in this regard. The following scheme will be used to assign points to this criterion: 
A) Second year review; 1 points max: 
Metrics (Independent and/or Directed Studies) Points 
Candidate supervised an independent or directed study 2 
Candidate did not supervise an independent or directed study 0 
B) Fifth year review and beyond; 2 points max: 
Metrics (Independent/Directed Studies, stn year review and beyond) Points 
Candidate supported at least 3 students in the last five years 5 
Candidate supported at least one student in the last five years 2 
Did not support any independent or directed studies in last three years 0 
7) Student Research Projects: The APT committee will make an assessment, concerning the 
contributions ofthe candidate towards supporting student research projects. The candidate 
narrative must describe their support of the student(s) as well as related activities and 
obligations, and give some indication of the amount of time expended in this regard. 
The following scheme will be used to assign points to this criterion: 
A) Second year review; 2 points max: 
Metrics (Student Research Projects) Points 
Candidate worked with at least one student on a research project 2 
Candidate did not work with a student on a research project 0 
B) Fifth year review and beyond; 2 points max: 
Metrics (Student Research Projects, stn year review and beyond) Points 
Candidate supported at least 3 student research projects in the last 5 years 5 
Candidate supported at least 1 student research project in the last 5 years 2 
Did not support any student research project in the last 3 years 0 
8) Service Learning Projects: The APT committee will make an assessment, concerning the 
involvement ofthe candidate in supporting service learning projects that require engagement 
with students and/or external constituents (business, community groups, not-for-profit entities, 
etc.), outside of normal office hours. The candidate narrative must describe their involvement 
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in the project, as well as related activities and obligations, providing some indication of the 
amount of time expended in this regard. The project being supported need not be directly 
associated with the candidate's classes, i.e. they may be providing significant support to a 
colleague. The candidate's  narrative should be supported with artifacts associated with the 
project. 
The following scheme will be used to assign points to this criterion: 
A) Second year review; 1 points max: 
Metrics (Service Learning Projects) Points 
Candidate supported a service learning project 2 
Candidate did not support a service learning project 0 
B) Fifth year review and beyond; 2 points max: 
Metrics (Service Learning Projects, 5th year review and beyond) Points 
Supported three or more service learning proj_ects during the last 5 years 5 
Candidate supported at least 1 student research project in the last 5 years 2 
Did not support any student research project in the last 5 years 0 
9) Additional office hours and/or help/study sessions: The APT committee will make an 
assessment, concerning the degree to which the candidate routinely provides extra help and 
support to their students, beyond standard office hours. The candidate narrative must describe 
the nature_ of said support, and give some indication of the amount of time expended in this 
regard. Artifacts that document the extra help (e.g. announcements or e-mail messages 
distributed to students) should be referenced by the narrative. 
The following scheme will be used to assign points to this criterion: 
stn Year 
2nd Year Review &' 
Metrics (Additional Office Hours or Other Help) Review 'Beyond 
Points Points 
Candidate routinely provides extra hours/review sessions, etc. 2 2 
Candidate occasionally provides extra hours/ review sessions, etc. 1 1 
Candidate rarely/never provides extra hours or other help 0 0 
1 0) Innovative/new forms of extracurricular engagement: This category seeks to recognize 
faculty that pioneer new types of extracurricular engagement, different from past School of 
Business Practices and norms. This would include, for example, starting a new student club, 
working within an existing student club to undertake new activities, introducing a service 
learning component to a course where none exists, developing/overseeing a one-time or 
perennial student event (e.g. social gathering, field trip, etc.) The APT committee will make an 
assessment, concerning the degree to which the candidate has developed/introduced new forms 
of student engagement to the School ofBusiness. The candidate narrative must describe the 
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nature of said engagement, and give some indication of the amount of time expended in this 
regard. Artifacts that document the contribution should be referenced in the narrative. 
The following scheme will be used to assign points to this criterion: 
A) Second year review; 2 points max: 
Metrics (New Forms of Extracurricular Engagement) Points 
Candidate pioneered a new form of student engagement 2 
Candidate did not pjoneered a new form of student engagement 0 
B) Fifth year review and beyond; 5 points max: 
Metrics (New Extracurricular Engagement, 5th year review/beyond) Points 
Has successfully developed several forms of engagement during last 5 yrs 5 
Pioneered at least one new engagement format during last 5 years 2 
Did not develo_l)_ any new engagement formats during last 5 years 0 
11) Teaching APS seminars: 
stn Year Review 
2nd Year & Beyond 
Metrics (Teaching APS seminar) Review Points 
Points 
Candidate has taught ari APS seminar in the last five years NIA 3 points per APS 
section taught 
12) Other forms of extracurricular engagement, as described in candidate dossier: It is 
impossible to anticipate all the forms of extracurricular engagement that faculty might 
support. Candidates are invited to describe other forms of extracurricular student 
engagement, not envisioned by these standards, in their application dossiers. The candidate 
narrative must describe the nature of said engagement, and give some indication of the 
amount of time expended in this regard. Artifacts that document the contribution should be 
referenced by the narrative. 
The APT committee will make an assessment of the arguments made by the candidate in this 
regard, and assign points consistent with the maximums for this category as shown in Table 
2 .  
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Appendix C 
Supplemental Questions/ Addendum 
to the Standard Student Teaching Evaluation Instrument. 
Note 1 :  These questions must be used, in addition to the standard teaching evaluation 
instrument, for all classes taught in the year prior to faculty requests for contract 
renewal or promotion. 
Note 2:  The instrument that follows is numbered to be consistent with lAS forms A, B, 
C, and D. 
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Student Teaching Evaluation 
Supplemental Questions 
To the student: The faculty teaching your course is required to supplement the questions on the 
standard teaching evaluation with the questions below. Please read each question carefully and select a 
response that best represents your reaction to the question being asked. PLEASE RECORD YOUR 
RESPONSE ON THE MARK FORM ONLY, in the "Optional Questions" section (bottom of form). 
DO NOT RECORD YOUR RESPONSES ON THIS DOCUMENT. 
Please return this document with your evaluation. Thank you. 
25. The instructor started class on time and held class for the full class period. 
<D Always ® Usually ® Sometimes ® Rarely ® Never 
26. The instructor conducted the course and interacted with students in a professional manner. 
<D Always ® Usually ® Sometimes ® Rarely ® Never 
27. The instructor treated students with courtesy and did not demean them or treat them rudely. 
<D Always ® Usually ® Sometimes ® Rarely ® Never 
28. The instructor spoke loud enough for me to hear the instructor. 
<D Always ® Usually ® Sometimes ® Rarely ® Never 
29. The instructor spoke clearly enough for me to understand the instructor. 
<D Always ® Usually ® Sometimes ® Rarely ® Never 
30. The instructor interacted with students (did not just lecture). 
<D Daily ® Usually ® Sometimes ® Rarely ® Never 
3 1 .  Instructor maintained control over the classroom, with no distracting/disruptive student 
behavior. 
<D Always ® Usually ® Sometimes ® Rarely ® Never 
32. This course was rigorous and demariding. 
<D Extremely ® Generally ® Somewhat ® Rarely ® Not At All 
33 .  In this course, the emphasis placed on the use and improvement of writing skills: 
<D Very High ® High ® Moderate ® Low ® Very Low 
34. The course provided an opportunity for me to work on or improve the following skills: 
thinking skills •:•presentation skills •:• computer skills •:• teamwork skills •:• research skills 
<D 4 or more of these ® 3 of these ® 2 of these ® 1 of these ® None of these 
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Classroom Visitation Evaluation Criteria and Rubric 
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Appendix D 
College at Brockport, State University of New York 
School of Business Administration and Economics 
Classroom Visitation Appraisal Instrument 
Person observed: Course: 
Date: Time: Observed by: 
Instructions: The purpose of your classroom visitation is to assign a rating of 
"Excellent", "Good", "Adequate" or "Weak" for each of the following criteria: 
A. Delivery of Content 
B. Organization of Content 
C. Clarity of Content 
D. Rapport, Interaction, and Engagement with Student 
E. Professionalism 
Definitions for "Excellent", "Good", "Adequate" and "Weak" are provided within for each criterion, as are 
factors and evidence to be considered in determining the rating to be assigned. 
Evaluators are strongly urged to: 
1) Review the factors and evidence to be considered, for each criterion, BEFORE your classroom visit. 
This will help the evaluator to anticipate practices and behaviors that are important in assigning a rating. 
2) Keep careful records of your observations. The evaluation sheet is designed to facilitate record keeping. 
In addition to providing a "comments" space for each criterion, factors to be considered for each 
criterion are delineated in the form of a check list, and sub-factors can be marked in a way to address 
strengths and weaknesses. For example, consider "speech quality", a factor listed under the "Delivery 
of Content Criteria" 
1:1 Speech quality (e.g. olume is consistently sufficient, dequate diction/clarity/enunciation, r� ) 
An evaluator might indicate, for example, that adequate volume and diction were observed, but that the 
pace of speech was problematic. 
At the conclusion of the classroom visit, evaluators should assigned points for each criterion, using the rubrics 
contained within. The grid below can be used to record and tally points assigned. 
Criterion Points Assigned 
Delivery of Content 
Organization of Content 
Clarity of Content 
Rapport, Interaction, and Engagement with Students 
Professionalism 
< 
Total Points Assigned 
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1) Delivery of Content - Factors and evidence to consider include: 
D Speech quality (e.g. volume is consistently sufficient, adequate diction/clarity/enunciation, reasonable pace) 
D Emphasis and Enthusiasm (e.g. via words choice, voice inflection, facial expression, or body language) 
D Readability (e.g. board notes legible, presentation aids readable, unobstructed view by students) 
D Instructor avoids reading verbatim from prepared notes/slides/text. 
D Delivery free from frequent distractions such as "ohms" or repeated phrases such as "you see?", "OK?," etc. 
In terms of delivering content, this instructor was: 
Excellent: Displayed mastery of m�arly all factors listed above 
Good: Displayed mastery of many of the factors listed, with no significant weaknesses 
Adequate: Mastery of some factors with one or two notable weaknesses 
Weak: Mastery of few factors and notable weaknesses on several factors. 
Comments: 
2) Organization of Content ..;. Factors and evidence to consider include: 
D Providing an overview of the lecture at the beginning ofthe class 
D Linkages made to previous subject matter and/or broader course objectives. 
D Obvious/clear transitions between topics. 
D Minimal departures from the topic at hand to tangential or unrelated topics 
Points Assigned 
3 
2 
1 
0 
D Summary of the lecture at end of the class I foreshadow topics/materials to be covered in the next class 
In terms of organizing content, this instructor was: Points Assigned 
Excellent: Very_ organized, utilized/demonstrated nearly all practices listed above 3 
Good: Utilized/demonstrated several practices listed, with no "disorganization" observed 2 
Adequate: Utilized/demonstrated some practices with some weaknesses in organization 1 
Weak: Utilized/demonstrated few practices above with notable organizational challeng_es 0 
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Comments: 
3) Professionalism 
D Instructor started and ended class on time 
D Instructor avoided crass or inappropriate language and expressions I appropriate interactions with students 
D Control of classroom (no extraneous talking or distractions) I Class did not veer off on extraneous tangents. 
D Reasonably appropriate appearance and attire 
In terms of professionalism, this instructor was: 
Excellent: Always maintained professional conduct, comportment, and class atmosphere 
Good: Met most criteria above and maintained professional conduct, comportment 
Weak: Serious lapses in professional conduct, comportment, and/or class atmosphere 
Comments: 
4) Clarity of Content - Factors and evidence to consider include: 
D Provided an overview oftopic(s) to be discussed and relevance to course/business. 
D New or unfamiliar terms are defined in familiar, clear language. 
D Complex/difficult ideas are adequately explained 
D Use of examples or analogies in explaining concepts 
Points Assigned 
2 
1 
0 
D Explains various facets of a concept: e.g. definition, application, calculation/measurement, desired outcome 
D Offered "tips and tricks" to help students remember/organize/ understand concepts 
1:1 Distributed supporting companion materials as appropriate. 
In terms of clarity of content, this instructor was: Points Assigned 
Excellent: Utilized nearly .all practices listed above 3 
Good: Utilized many of the practices listed, with no significant lapses in clarity 2 
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Comments: 
5) Rapport, Interaction, and Engagement with Students 
0 Instructor greeted class (good morning, etc.) 
0 Students encouraged to ask questions and/or make comments 
0 Frequent eye contact with students 
0 Called at least some students by name or made attempt to learn names 
0 Instructor asked questions (of class as a whole and/or individual students) 
0 Instructor solicited questions about previously assigned work 
0 Instructor solicited student comment/opinion on newsworthy topics related to the class. 
0 Class included breakout sessions with reporting of results moderated by instructor. 
0 Response to student questions polite and encouraging. 
1 
0 
In terms of rapport with students, this instructor was: Points Assigned 
Excellent: Very interactive and engaged; many practices listed above were observed 3 
Good: Reasonable effort made to engage with students, some practices above observed. 2 
Adequate: Some interaction with students and a few of above practices observed. 1 
Weak: Virtually no efforts made to promote interaction with the students 0 
Comments: 
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